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SECTION 1.0
SUMMARY
Duri ng the fourth and 1ast phase of the JT9D Engi ne Di agnosti cs
Program, JT9D-7A engines with special instrumentation were flight
tested on a Boeing 747 airplane to determine the effects of production
airplane acceptance testing and revenue service on running clearances
in the fan and hi gh-pressure turbi ne. The JT9D-7A engi nes install ed
wi th 747-200 nacelles were used in thi s test to be consi stent wi th
previous phases of the Engine Di agnostics Program. Thus, the
beneficial effects of turbine clearance control and other engine and
installation advances available in current engine models are not
included in the test results.
Analysis of the flight test data, supplemented with engine test-stand
performance calibrations and engine teardown inspection results,
provided the following key findings:
o Maximum clearance closure of about 0.2 inch in the fan, which
occurred during take-off rotation, climb, and incipient airplane
stall conditions, is the combined effect of:
o Deflection of the case under high aerodynamic loading of the
nacelle,
o Centrifugal growth of the rotor at high fan speed, and
o Deflection of the case under high thrust loading.
o Fan clearance closures were essentially equal for inboard and
outboard engine positions on the 747 airplane during all flight
maneuvers.
o Maximum clearance closure of about 0.05 inch in the high-pressure
turbine, which occurred during climb following take-off, is the
combi ned effect of:
o Di fferenti al thermal growth and defl ecti on of the rotor and
case at hi gh temperatures,
o Centrifugal growth of the rotor at high turbine speed,
o Deflection of the case under thrust loading, and
o Addi ti onal defl ecti on of the case under aerodynami c 1oadi ng
of the nace11 e.
o Dynamic vibration-induced flight loads have a negligible effect on
fan and high-pressure turbine clearance closures.
o Rub-induced clearance changes cause a 0.8 percent increase in
crui se thrust speci fi c fuel consumpti on (TSFC) duri ng producti on
aircraft acceptance testing and an additional 0.3 percent during
revenue servi ceo Thi s short-term effect combi ned wi th the
long-term deterioration effect results in a total of 2.1 percent
increase in thrust specific fuel consumption in 2000 flight cycles for
an unrepaired engine. These influences are illustrated in Figure 1-1.
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Fi gure 1-1 JT9D-7 Engine Performance Deterioration at Cruise
Combined short-term and long-term deterioration effects
result in a total of 2.1 percent increase in thrust
specific fuel consumption in 2000 flight cycles for an
unrepaired engine. (J26216-21)
Based on the results of this Flight Loads Test program, the following
recommend~tions are made. relative to current-engine operation and
future-engine development:
Operation
o Use a derated power take-off when conditions permit to reduce hot
section thermal distortion.
o Minimize high power operation immediately prior to start of
take-off to prevent the combination of an increased thermal
expansion-induced closure and the maximum load-induced closures at
take-off, reducing the possibility of turbine rub.
o Minimize the possibility of turbine rubs due to snap accelerations
with a hot rotor and cooler case.
o Mi nimi ze power increase duri ng stall warni ng sequences in
production acceptance testing.
2
Deve1opmen t
o Optimi ze the use of turbi ne cl earance control to open runni ng
clearances during pinch conditions and close these clearances
during cruise conditions.
o Structurally integrate the engi ne and nacell e desi gn to reduce
both the aerodynamic-load induced and thrust-bending induced
closures in both the fan/low-pressure compressor and the
high-pressure turbine.
o Detennine the cause of the apparent thennally induced asymmetric
hi gh-pressure turbine clearance closure. Correction of thi s
asymmetry will pennit more nearly unifonn running clearances.
o Develop abradable turbine seals such that rubs caused by the
inevitable asymmetric closures will open clearances locally, where
required, rather than wear blades and open clearances over the
full circumference of the turbine.
o Employ laser clearance monitoring probes to measure compressor and
turbi ne runni ng cl earances duri ng engi ne development testi ng to
better understand symmetric and asymmetric clearance closures and
thereby achieve an engine that retains tight running clearances.
3
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•SECTION 2.0
INTRODUCTION
2.1 BACKGROUND
The rapi d ri se in the cost of oi 1 si nce the Organi zati on of Petrol eum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) oil embargo in 1973 has resulted in a
nati anal effort to increase the avai 1abi 1i ty of domesti c oi 1, develop
alternate sources of energy, and develop near-term and long-term means
to reduce fuel consumption. To counteract the adverse impact of the
world-wide fuel crisis on the aviation industry, NASA has initiated the
Ai rcraft Energy Effi ci ency (ACEE) program. Incl uded in thi s program
are major propul si on projects whi ch are addressi ng both near-term and
long-term goal s. The long-term acti vi ti es are di rected toward
developing propulsion technology to reduce fuel consumption by at least
12 percent in the late 1980's and an additional 15 percent in the early
1990's. The near-term activities are a part of the Engine Component
Improvement (ECI) Project whi ch is di rected toward i mprovi ng the fuel
consumption of selected current high bypass ratio turbofan engines and
thei r deri vati ves by 5 percent over the 1i fe of these engi nes~ The
Engi ne Component Improvement project is di vi ded into two subprojects,
(l) Performance Improvement and (2) Engi ne Di agnosti cs. Performance
Improvement is directed toward developing fuel saving component
technology for existing engines and their derivatives to be introduced
during the 1980 to 1982 time period. Engine Diagnostics is directed
toward identifyinv and quantifying engine performance losses that occur
during the engine s service life and developing criteria for minimizing
these losses.
The fi rst phase of the Engi ne Di agnosti cs proj ect was the gatheri ng,
documentation, and analysis of historical data. The resulting
i nformati on was used to establi sh performance deteri orati on trends at
the overall engine and module level, establish probable causes
contri buti ng to performance deteri orati on, and i denti fy areas and/or
components where correcti ve acti on coul d be take n. Tha t effort wa s
completed in 1978, and the results are reported in Reference 1.
The second phase of the Engine Diagnostics project was directed toward
e xpandi ng the understandi ng of engi ne deteri orati on by acqui ri ng new
in-service engine performance data from a selected sample of JT9D
engines. This investigation was conducted during the period from
February 1977 to February 1979. The mai n source of data was the Pan
American World Airways JT9D-7A(SP) engines which are installed in their
fleet of Boeing 747 Special Performance aircraft. These aircraft were
introduced in service beginning in March 1976. Data were obtained from
on-the-wi ng ground tests usi ng expanded engi ne i nstrumentati on,
prerepair and postrepair test stand data, and in-flight cockpit
monitored data. That effort was completed in 1979, and the results are
reported in Reference 2.
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The third phase of the Engine Diagnostics project was directed toward
understanding the causes of short-term performance deterioration.
Duri ng the fi rst few f1 i ghts of an ai rcraft, the performance of the
engine deteriorates relative to its production performance level
measured on the test stand. The effort to understand the causes of
this phenomenon has been divided into several subphases or activities.
The first activity was to test and analytically tear down a low time
service engine. This activity was completed in June of 1978, and the
resu1 ts are reported in Reference 3. In summary, the resu1 ts poi nted
to c1 earance changes as the major cause of the performance loss whi ch
were probably the result of loads imposed on the engine during flight.
The second activity was, therefore, directed toward analytically
i nvesti gati ng the impact of fli ght loads usi ng an exi sti ng JT9D/747
Propulsion System NASTRAN Structural Model developed jointly by Pratt &
W1'1itney Aircraft (P&WA) and Boeing Commercial Airplane Company (BCAC)
pri or to i ni ti ati on of the Eng; ne Di agnosti cs Contract. Thi s acti vi ty
resulted in two reports, References 4 and 5. In summary, these
analytical studies confirmed that flight load-induced rubs were a
primary cause of short-term performance deterioration and indicated
that nacelle inlet aerodynamic pressures during flight maneuvers were a
principal cause of these rubs. The last activity during the third
phase was a Simulated Aerodynamic loads Test. For this test, an inlet
modi fi ed wi th a mechani ca1 1oadi ng devi ce was install ed on a JT9D
engi ne that was instrumented to moni tor runni ng cl earances thrOUghout
the engine. Simulated aerodynamic loads were then applied mechanically
th rough the i nl et to the operati ng engi ne to simul ate vari ous fli ght
maneuvers. Running clearances and engine performance were
simultaneously monitored and recorded. The analytical results, as
reported in Reference 6, established the effects of the simulated
aerodynamic loads on each module of the engine.
2.2 OBJECTI VE S
The results available from the first three phases of the Engine
Diagnostics Program established the general causes of short-term and
long-term engi ne performance deteri orati on and the magni tude of each
cause. It remained for the Fli ght loads Test program to establish the
speci fi c f1 i ght condi ti ons and maneuvers whi ch cause the engi ne case
and rotor bendi ng loads whi ch, in turn, cause rubs and resul ti ng
performance loss. Thus, the specHi c objecti ves of thi s fi nal program
phase were:
o To measure aerodynamic and inertia loads during flight;
o To explore the effects of airplane gross weight, sink rate,
pitch angle, and various typical maneuvers on nacelle loads;
o To simul taneous1y measure engi ne cl earance closures and
performance changes resulting from these airplane maneuvers; and
o To make a fi na1 refi nement of engi ne performance deteri orati on
prediction models based on the analytical results.
6
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2.3 APPROACH
A cost/benefit feasibility study, Reference 7, was conducted to define
the most effective approach to the conduct of this final test. This
study considered cost (preparation, test, and refurbishment); data
quality and quantity; technical risk and equipment availability in the
selection of the test vehicle; the extent of engine preparation; the
extent of instrumentation; and the test sequence.
The result of the feasi bi li ty study was a j oi nt effort in whi ch the
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company (BCAC) was funded by the NASA
Langley Research Center and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) was funded
by the NASA Lewi s Research Center. Boei ng provi ded the RAOOl 747 test
airplane, installed the flight loads instrumentation, and flew the test
flights. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft provided the instrumented engines
and monitored the engine running clearances.
The test program included a series of fli ght tests starting with a
producti on acceptance test. fli ght and subsequent take-off, maneuver,
and landing conditions that were representative of the extremes likely
to be encountered during revenue service. Engine calibrations between
fli ght tests establi shed the effect of each fli ght on engi ne
performance. Finally, an analytical teardown of the instrumented
engine confirmed the extent of wear incurred during the testing.
Subsequent to the analysis of the flight test data, an additional
ground test was conducted at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft to better
understand the effects of power and power transients on turbine running
clearances. This test, which was run on a JT9D-7R4 engine, also
identified improved characteristics with the more recent design.
7
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SECTION 3.0
TEST PROGRAr~
3.1 TEST PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND OVERVIEW
The JT9D engine Flight Loads Test vIas the final task of the NASA-Lewis
sponsored JT9D Jet Engine Diagnostics Program. It was conducted
concurrently wi th the NASA-Langl ey sponsored Boei ng Nacelle Aerodynami c
and Inertial Loads (NAIL) program.
The selected test approach and degree of instrumentation were the
result of a feasi bi 1ity study \'Ihi ch consi dered program goal s, pri or
test results, cost, benefits, availability of test engines and
airplane, and schedule. The selected approach was to use the Boeing
test 747 airplane, RA001, shol'm in Figure 3-1, vtith the tvlO right hand
engines and nacelles instrumented to simultaneously measure flight
conditions, aerodynamic and inertia loads, engine running clearances,
and engine performance.
Fi gure 3-1 Fl i ght Te st Vehi cl e - The Boei ng test 747, RAOOl, was
selected for the flight tests on the basis of cost and
availability. (J240l8-5)
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A spare JT9D-7 engine, serial number P-662204, from RAOOl was returned
to Pratt & Hhitney Aircraft \'Ihere it was partially disassembled and
then reassembled with an analytically built and instrumented fan case
and hi gh-pressure turbi ne. Four 1aser proximity probes were installed
around the fan case to measure fan runni ng cl earance s. The
hi gh-pressure turbi ne case was modi fi ed to permi t the install ati on of
four laser proximity probes for the measurement of first-stage turbine
running clearances. Also installed on the high-pressure turbine case
were 20 thennocouples to measure transient and steady state
temperatures around the case throughout the fli ght tests. Fi nally, the
engine was equipped with expanded performance instrumentation to
measure engi ne and engi ne-modul e performance before, duri ng, and after
the fli ght tests. These engine instrumentation systems are described
in Section 3.4 of this document.
The analytically built engine was calibrated in a test stand, then
shipped to Boeing \'there it I'las installed in the number 3 position on
the test airplane, as shown in Figure 3-2. The laser clearance
moni tori ng and recordi ng system \'/as connected to a Pratt & Hhi tney
Aircraft read-out and recording system in the test airplane cabin. The
temperature and performance ins trumentati on wa s connected to the Boei ng
Airhorne Data Analysis and Monitoring System (ADAMS).
Figure 3-2 Primary Test Engine - The analytically built engine, serial
number P-662204, with complete instrumentation was
installed on the airplane in position number 3.
(Boeing, FA-122279)
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A second fan case was analytically built and instrumented with laser
clearance monitoring probes. This fan case was installed on the
position number 4 engine, serial number P-66220l, and the clearance
monitoring instrumentation was connected to the read-out system in the
test airplane cabin.
To measure the flight loads simultaneously with the engine data,
Boeing, under the Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NAIL)
Program, installed pressure taps around the fan cowls and
accelerometers and rate gyro's on the engines and mounts. Aerodynamic
loads on the two engi ne i nl ets were mapped by 252 pressure probes on
the position number 3 engine and by 45 pressure probes on the position
number 4 engine. Accelerometers on the inlet, fan case, and engine
mount struts monitored the inertia loads. Rate gyro's on the fan cases
moni tored the gyroscopi c loads. The pressure and accel erati on si gnal s
were scanned continuously and recorded by the ADAMS system.
Descriptions of this Boeing NAIL Program instrumentation are presented
in the Boeing Test Report for the NAIL Program, Reference 8.
Airplane flight conditions, flight loads, engine performance, turbine
case temperatures, and engine running clearances were all recorded
along with a time signal to the nearest 0.01 second. Thus, airplane
condition, fli ght loads, and engine response can be compared at any
steady state or transient condition.
The position number 3 engine was the primary data source. Lesser
i nstrumentati on on the posi ti on number 4 engi ne provi ded back-up data
and the basi s for compari ng fl i ght loads and engi ne responses for the
inboard and outboard engine installations.
The JT9D Fl i ght Loads Te st/NAIL Fl i ght Test Program was conducted by
Boei ng in October 1980, flyi ng out of Glasgow, Montana. The NASA
program included five test flights. However, Boeing concurrently
conducted an additional development test program on a new engine
installed in position number 2. The additional flights dedicated to
and paid for by that program provided significant additional clearance
data at no cost to the NASA program.
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The f1 i ght test program started wi th the 747 producti on acceptance
test, ill ustrated in Fi gure 3-3, si nce the acceptance test precedes
delivery of the airplane to the operator, and data collected in earlier
phases of the JT9D Di agnosti cs Program i ndi cated that a performance
loss occurred during the first flight of the airplane. Subsequently,
the effects of heavier gross weight take-offs and variation of take-off
flap settings were measured. Hi gh G turns were performed to simulate
the effects of extreme avoidance maneuvers.
HIGH·MACH CRUISE
104
LOW·MACH CRUISE
105
101
TAKEOFF ROTATION TIME
106 MAXIMUM MACH
107 IN·FLlGHT RELIGHT
108 MAXIMUM q
111 STALL WARNING
109 ~---- ..... (FLAPS 30)
STALL WARNING 110
(FLAPS UP) STALL
WARNING
(FLAPS 10)
114 115
TOUCH THRUST
AND GO REVERSE
Figure 3-3 Production Acceptance Test Flight Profile - This test
pattern was the i ni ti a1 test of the program s; nce it had
been i ndi cated that a performance loss occurred on the
first airplane flight.
Previous analysis had indicated the possibility of rubs occurring from
dynamic vibration-induced loads which could be caused by an extreme air
gust condition or a hard landing. ,No gust conditions were encountered;
however, a heavy gross weight, hard landing test was accomplished.
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Following completion of the tests, engine P-662204 was removed from the
airplane and returned to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft where a final
calibration test was conducted. The engine was then disassembled, the
fan and hi gh-pressure turbi ne were analyti cally inspected, and the
engine was refurbished and returned to Boeing for use on test airplane
RA001. The instrumented fan on engine P-66220l was replaced and
returned to Pratt &Whitney Aircraft for inspection and refurbishment.
The test conditions and sequence are discussed in Section 3.2, and the
test facility is described in Section 3.3 of this document. The data
analysi s methodology and resul ts are presented in Secti ons 4 and 5.
Final revisions of the JT9D performance deterioration models were made
based on the analytical results and are presented in Section 6.
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS AND SEQUENCE
The test program i ncl uded fli ght tests and ground engi ne cali brati ons.
The ground test calibrations conducted and flight conditions monitored
are listed chronologically on Table 3-1. The refurbished engine
(serial number P-662204) was initially calibrated at the Pratt &
Whi tney Ai rcraft Mi ddl etown (Connecti cut) test faci 1i ty, then shipped
to Seattle, Washington and installed on the RAOOl test airplane in
position number 3. The initial installed perfonnance calibration on
October 3, 1980 at Boeing Field, Seattle provided no useful perfonnance
data since the cabin bleed ports were inadvertently left open.
However, the clearance probes and subsequent fan inspection indicated
both fan and high-pressure turbine rubs. The airplane was then ferried
to the remote test site (Valley Industrial Park, Glasgow, Montana) with
the position number 3 engine operated at reduced power to prevent any
further rubs prior to flight testing. The initial installed ground
calibration was then repeated at the 2560-foot altitude test site.
The initial test flight on October 11, 1980 duplicated the production
airplane acceptance flight with the exception of the take-off and the
maximum Mach number and maximum dynamic pressure cruise conditions. An
engine ground calibration and fan inspection were conducted following
this initial flight of the test program.
The second test flight on October 19, 1980 included the acceptance test
10-degree flap setting take-off and climb-out with the anticipated
higher aerodynamic loads. High G left turns, simulated avoidance
maneuvers, and an airplane stall were also included in this test
fl i ght. Rubs were noted on the fan rub stri ps. The time spread
between the fi rst and second test fl i ghts resulted from i ncl ement
weather.
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TASLE 3-1
TEST SEQUENCE
10-19-80 Second Test Flight
538,000 1b Take-Off with 10· Flaps
Low-C1 imb
2.0-G Left Turn with Flaps Up
1.6-G Left Turn with 30· Flaps
Airplane Stall
10-20-80 Third Test Flight
647,000 lb Take-Off with 10· Flaps
10-20-80 Installed Ground Calibration
06-24-80 8are Engine Ground Calibration
10-03-80* Instilled Engine Ground Calibration
10-10-80 Instilled Engine Ground Calibration
10-11-80 First Test Flight
Acceptance Test Fl ight:
612,000 1b Take-Off with 20· Flaps
Mi d- C1 imb
Hi gh Mach Number Cruise
Low Mach Number Cruise
In-F1 ight Relight
Stall Warning with Flaps UP
Still Warning with 10· F1 aps
Stall Warni ng wi th 30· Flaps
Id 1e Descent
Approach
Touch and Go
Thrus t Reverse
Glasgow, Montana
Glasgow, Montana
Location
East Hartford, Conn.
80eing Field, Wash.
Glasgow, Montana
Glasgow, Montana
Glasgow, Montana
Glasgow, Montana
o
0.24
0.39
0.49
0.26
0.21
Mach
~
0.25
0.60
0.86
0.77
0.72
0.39
0.35
0.27
0.44
0.27
0.26
0.18
o
2,560
2,560 0
2,560
5,900
8,400
8,200
9,000
2,560 0.25
2,560
17,200
35,500
35,500
27,900
17,000
16,200
17,000
8,500
6,000
2,560
2,560
2,560
Pressure
Altitude
(feet)
Sea Level 0
Sea Leve 1 01-1
1-2
101·3
3
101-1
103
104
105
107
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
2
101-2
102
116
117
123
Flight Condition
Cks cri pt ion
Installed Engine Ground Calibration10-11-80
Sea Level 0
Sea Leve 1 0
2,560 0.25
3,650 0.30
10-25-80 Fourth Test Fl ight
710,000 1b Take-Off wi th 10· Flips
780,000 1b Take-Off with 10· F1 aps
( Simulated)
690,000 1b Landi ng
10-25-80 Fifth Test F1 ight
Max imum Mach Number F1 i ght
Maximum Dynamic Pressure Flight
2.Q-G Right Turn with Flaps Up
1.6-G Right Turn with 30· Flips
10-25-80 Installed Ground Calibration
11-05-80 Instilled Ground Calibration
01-09.81 8are Engine Ground Ci1ibration,
As-Recei ved
01-12-81 8are Engine Ground Calibration
after Vane Trim
118
106
108
120
121
4
5
37,000
24,500
8,200
8,300
2,560
2,560
0.91
0.84
0.48
0.27
o
o
G1lsgow, Montlna
Glasgow, Montana
Glasgow, Montanl
G1 asgow; Montana
East Hartford, Conn.
East Hartford, Conn.
* Note: A check flight was made on 10-3-80 and a ferry flight was made on 10-6-80. However, both
flights were conducted with reduced power on engine number 3 such that no close clearances occurred
or were measured.
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The thi rd test f1 i.ght i nc1 uded a hi gher gross wei ght take-off (647,000
pounds) with flaps 'set at 10 degrees. Additional fan rub was noted.
The third ground calibration followed the flight.
The fourth test flight was conducted with take-off at the highest gross
weight that was feasible for the airplane and conditions (710,000
pounds). At 1000 feet above ground, a 1.3-G pull-up was executed to
simulate the aerodynamic loads which would occur during a 780,000-pound
gross weight take-off to obtain data for the final take-off test
condition. The airplane landed with a gross weight of 690,000 pounds
at a high sink rate (5 feet/second) to establish a dynamic load
condition. Rubs were noted on the fan rub strips.
The fi na1 test f1 i ght was then flown to conduct the remal mng two
acceptance f1 i ght condi ti ons (maximum Mach number crui se and maximum
dynami c pressure crui se) and the hi gh G turns to the ri ght whi ch were
added to the program. The fourth ground cal i brati on foll owed thi s
f1 i ght.
Two additional flights were then conducted to complete the companion
test program on the position number 2 engine. Then a final installed
calibration was conducted. The airplane was then ferried to Seattle,
and the test engine (serial number P-662204) was removed and returned
to Pratt &Whitney Aircraft.
The initial bare engine calibration was then repeated at Pratt &
M1i tney Ai rcraft on seri a1 number P-662204 in the as-recei ved
condition. The fan blades were then washed, the vane trim was checked,
and the calibration was repeated.
An ana1yti cal teardown and i nspecti on \-/ere then conducted on the fan
and hi gh-pressure turbi ne from the pri ma ry tes t engi ne (seri a1 number
P-662204) and the instrumented fan ca se \-/hi ch was i nsta11 ed on the
position number 4 engine (serial number P-662201).
3.3 TEST FACILITY
The Boei ng-owned and operated 747-100, RAOOl test bed ai rcraft, shown
in Fi gure 3-1, was the basi c test faci 1i ty for the JT9D F1 i ght
Loads/Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads test program. This
airplane is powered by four Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-owned JT9D-7
engines. In this program, the two starboard engines and their nacelles
and pylons were instrumented. In addition, an advanced model JT9D
engine was installed in position number 2 for a development test
program that was run concurrently with the NASA program.
The RAOOl airplane is equipped with an Airborne Data Analysis and
Monitoring System (ADAMS), shown in Figure 3-4, which can monitor,
process, record, and pri nt out data on ai rcraft f1 i ght condi ti ons and
engi ne performance as well as data from the vari ous speci a1
instrumentation for a specific test program. The capability for print
out of predetermined critical data immediately after completion of a
flight test at a given condition for evaluation and flight decisions
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Figure 3-4 Airborne Data Analysis and Monitoring System (ADAMS) - This
system can monitor, process, record, and i mmedi ately pri nt
out aircraft and engine data immediately after completion
of a test condition. {Boeing, FA-123936}
was extremely beneficial to the efficient execution of this multitest
prograr.l. Because 1023 channel s of measurements were bei ng recorded
during this combined test program, a second ADAMS \vas installed in the
RAOOl test airplane. The ADAMS served as the primary data collection
and processing system for all data collection for this program except
the engi ne cl earance moni tori ng data. Cl earance data management was
provided by a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-installed and operated system on
the RAOOl airplane.
The Boeing-installed special instrumentation for this test included a
pressure fi el d mappi ng system on the posi ti on numbers 3 and 4 engi ne
inlets to provide the data for computing aerodynamic loads plus
accelerometers and rate gyro's on those engines, their mounts, and the
fuselage to establish inertia loads.
Da ta for the aerodynami c loads Here provi ded by 252 pressure taps
installed on the position number 3 engine inlet, as shown in Figure
3-5, plus an additional 45 pressure taps on the position number 4
engine inlet. The pressure taps were connected to transducers mounted
in the engine inlets, as illustrated in Figure 3-6, \'/hich, in turn,
transmitted the electrical signals back to the ADAMS.
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252 Ports
Lip (12)Interior (101
• Clockwise from front
e Lip: Every 30 deg
eExterior: 30,90,150,210,270,
and 33U deg
elnterior: 0, 60, 120, 180,240,
and 300 deg
. ";1
.... ....
",
Fanface~~
..
O---------<o->------<O--_-o- o-_E~xterior (8)
Fi gure 3-5 Pbsi ti on Number 3 Engi ne Pressure Tap Locati ons - A tota 1
of 252 pressure taps provided data for computing the
aerodynamic loads.
Fi gure 3-6 Pressure Transducer Install ati on These transducers
transmitted electrical signals, proportional to the
pressure data, to the ADAMS for processing.
(Boeing, FA 122104)
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Accelerometers mounted on the position numbers 3 and 4 engines and on
the engine mounts, as shown in Figure 3-7, as well as at the airplane
center of gravity monitored G loads in all directions. Similarly,
gyroscopic effects were monitored by pitch and yaw rate gyro's mounted
adjacent to the two instrumented fans.
Accelerometers
Front~
spar
Pitch and yaw rate gyros near fan face
Fi gure 3-7 Locati on of Inerti a1 Data Sensors - These sensors provi ded
data for calculation of G loads and gyroscopic effects.
The ADAMS recorded all of these data and identified it with a time
signal to pennit later comparison of all of the simultaneous effects.
This time signal as well as an engine speed signal were also
transmi tted to the c1 earance moni tori ng system and recorded wi th the
clearances on video tape.
A more detai 1ed descri pti on of the f1 i ght load measuri ng system is
presented in Boeing's NAIL Project Test Report, Reference 8.
3.4 INSTRUMENTATION
Test engine instrumentation consisted of running clearance monitoring,
case temperature moni tori ng, and perfonnance moni tori ng systems whi ch
are described in Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, respectively. The
location and quantity of this instrumentation are summarized in Table
3- II
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TABLE 3-II
ENGINE INSTRUMENTATION LOCATION
Parameter
Performance:
Engi ne
Posi ti on
Number
Instrumentation
Locati on
SensorQuantity
Engine Speed, Nl and N2
Free Stream Temp., TT2
Free Stream Press., PTl
3
3
3
Low- &High-Pressure Rotors 2
1
1
Gas-Path Static Pressures 3
Gas-Path Total Pressures 3
Gas-Path Temperatures 3
Fuel Temperature 3
Fuel Totalizer and Elapsed Fuel 3
Fuel Control Positions 3
Therma1 Loads:
Stations 3, 4 &5i 5
Stations 2.5, 3, &7 15
Stations 3, 4.5, 6, &7 16
1
1
PLA, EVC, 5th IGV, Bleed 6
Valve, Precooler Exit
Valve, Cross Feed Valve
Engine Surface Thermocouples
Ai r-Path Thermocouples
Cl earances:
3
3
M& N Fl anges
611 Outboard of N Fl ange
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2
Laser Proximity Probes 3 & 4 Fan Case
3 Fi rst-Stage Hi gh-Pressure
Turbi ne Case
8
4
3.4.1 Clearance Measurement Instrumentation
Running clearances in the two fans and the high-pressure turbine in the
position number 3 engine were monitored throughout each fli ght test
using laser proximity probes of the type used in the Simulated
Aerodynamic Loads Test program. A detailed explanation of the laser
probe system is provi ded si nce thi sis a new concept wi th whi ch the
reader may not be familiar.
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3.4.1.1 Laser Proximity Probe Location
Twelve laser probes were installed. Four were mounted to measure fan
blade/outer air-seal clearances in an outboard engine. The locations
are shown on Fi gure 3-8. An inboard engi ne was equipped wi th four
similarly mounted fan clearance probes plus four probes to measure
first-stage high-pressure turbine blade clearance. The turbine probe
1ocati ons are shown on Fi gure 3-9. Four probes located 90 degrees
apart would provide the desired clearance data in each location.
However, limitations on probe location resulted in the selected
positions shown on Figure 3-8 and 3-9. Bottom dead center (+10
degrees) was avoided due to the possible build-up of contaminants whrch
would blind the probes. Various Pratt & Whitney Aircraft- and
Boeing-mounted accessories further restricted the location of probes
and 1eads.
-t------+-----+__
/~
?
REVERSER BALL SCREWS
REAR VIEW - LOOKING FORWARD
Fi gure 3-8 Angul ar Locati on of Fan Bl ade Laser Proximi ty Probes - Four
probes, located 90 degrees apart, provi ded the desi red
clearance data.
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flRE·COOLER
~-+------+----­
I
NO. 31!1REATHER LINE
8TH BLEED fI.flE
CIRCUMFERENTIAL TUBING
(REROUTED)
HEAT SHIELD
REAR VIEW - LOOKING FORWARD
Figure 3-9 Angular Location of High-Pressure Turbine Blade Laser
Proximi ty Probes - Four probes, located approximately 90
degrees apart, provided the desired clearance data.
3.4.1.2 Laser Proximity Probe System Description
A fan c1 earance moni tori ng system for one engi ne, as shown in Fi gure
3-10, consists of: 1) four helium-neon lasers \'/hich are installed in
the cabin; 2) single input fiber optic mounted in conduits to transmit
the laser light signal to the probes; 3) four probes (Figure 3-11)
mounted over slots in the fan cases; 4) output fiber optic bundles to
transmit the output signal to a video camera; 5) a video camera,
mounted in the engine pylon (Figure 3-12), \'1hich simu1tal'leously and
continuously monitors the output signals from the four probes and
transmits a video signal to; 6) a cabin-mounted display, processing,
and recording system (Figure 3-13).
The coherent light from the helium-neon laser is focused onto a single
O.OOl-inch diameter input fiber optic. The light is carried along this
fiber and emitted from the end of the fiber in the probe, acting as a
poi nt source of 1i ght. Thi s poi nt source of 1i ght is focused on the
blades by the input lens in the probe. If the blades are at Position
A, shown on Fi gure 3-11, the spot of 1i ght image wi 11 be focused by the
output lens onto a coherent output fiber optic at Point AI; similarly,
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if the blade s are at Posi ti on B, the refl ected spot Hi 11 be focused
onto the coherent output fi ber opti c at Poi nt BI. It shoul d be noted
that the imaged spot positions at AI and BI do not depend on the
reflectivity of the blades (specular or diffuse, absorptive or
reflective) or on the angle of tilt of the blade vlith respect to the
probe. It is a function of only the distance of the blade from the
probe. The coherent fiber optic bundle transfers the imaged spot
posi ti ons from the probe end to the other end \'Ihere the spot posi ti on
is viewed through a lens system by a video canera. The video camera
image is di sp 1ayed on a TV monitor, so that the positi on of the 1 i ght
spot on the raster of the TV is a measure of the position of the blade
clearance. An illuminated reticle is attached to the output fiber
optic and serves as a calibration reference for the system. The systeP.1
is calibrated so that any given position along the scale corresponds to
a given average blade clearance between the blades and the outer
air-seal surface.
Time, date, and engine (Nl) speed are superimposed on the recorded
video signal for reference.
"... VIDEO TAPE
RECORDER
Figure 3-10 Laser Pro~mity Probe System - The system includes: 1) the
laser, 2) input fiber optic, 3) the proximity probe, 4)
output fiber optic bundle, 5) the pylon-mounted video
canera, and 6) the monitor display screen. (80-441-0566-C)
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Figure 3-11 Installation of Laser Proximity Probe on the Fan Case and
Sketch of Internal Structure of the Probe - The probe is
designed for limited space in the fan cowl and the less
hostile environment of the fan. (Boeing, FA-122488)
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Figure 3-12 Fan Video Camera Installed in Pylon
control and shock mounting of the video
requi red.
Environmental
camera were
(J24018-15 )
Figure 3-13 Clearance Monitoring System Console - Visual clearance
read-out on a calibrated scale and a computerized digital
read-out were provided. (J24018-l6)
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The video data is also processed by a laser proximity probe electronic
reod-out to provi de a di gi tal val ue of each of the measured
clearances. These digital values are also displayed continuously on
the monitor and are shown on Figure 3-14. This display of time, engine
speed, and the four blade-tip clearances measured in the fan \'"as
conti nuously recorded on vi deo tape throughout the test program for
1ater analysi sand compari son Iii th the other system inputs.
Figure 3-14 Display of Fan Clearance Indicated by Laser Proximity
Probe - Visual and digital read-out provided redundancy.
(J 24018- 31 )
The high-pressure turbine laser probe system was essentially the same
a s the fan probe system Ivi th the e xcepti on that the turbi ne probe
system wa s desi gned to operate in the hi gh pressure, hi gh temperature
environment of the first-stage turbine gas path.
Due to the high temperature environment, the blade tips emit radiation
I'/hi ch can be pi eked up by the vi deo system. Thi s "background
radiation" is eliminated by using an optical band-pass interference
filter I'lhich blocks out all light except for the laser light image. A
folded optical system utilizing a prism at the base of the probe
provides a system that is built into a cylindrical fonn. The probe is
cylindrical so that it can be effectively sealed at the outer case with
a piston-ring type seal. The probe is bayonetted into the rub strip so
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that the probe moVes with the rub strip, resulting in measurements
relative to the rub strip, as illustrated in Figure 3-15. A typical
high-pressure turbine probe system display of four clearances, time,
and high-pressure rotor (N2) speed is shown in Figure 3-16.
The turbine probe was purged with nitrogen to cool it and prevent the
accumulation of contaminants on the probe optics. Nitrogen was flowed
through each probe at a rate of 10 to 20 pounds/hour per probe,
depending on engine power level. After cooling the probe optics and
washing the prism face, the nitrogen flowed into the primary gas stream.
A gaseous ni trogen system wi th sufficient capacity for 13 hours of
continuous engine operation was assembled by Boeing with 56 nitrogen
gas bottles stored in the cargo hold of the airplane, as shown in
Figure 3-17. Flow rate, controlled from the laser proximity probe
monitoring station, was based on the thermocouple measured temperature
at each of the four high-pressure turbine probes.
3.4.1.3 Laser Proximity Probe System Calibration
The final calibration of the proximity probe system prior to the flight
test was a two-step process. The first step, after installation of
each serialized probe in its assigned location in the assembled
high-pressure turbine case or fan case, was to measure, using a depth
micrometer, how far the probe head was recessed from the outer air-seal
surface. Following installation of the assembled clearance monitoring
system on the a irpl ane and removal of each probe from its fan or
turbine case, the second step was to 'calibrate the system using the
digital micrometer calibration tool shown in Figure 3-18, factoring in
the previously measured depth of probe recess. Both the visua 1 dot
location and the digital read-out were calibrated. This two-step
calibration resulted in the preparation of a transparent overlay screen
for each clearance monitoring station for subsequent comparisons of the
visual and digital clearance readings.
After completion of this calibration procedure, the 12 proximity probes
were reinstalled in tl1eir assigned locations. A final "zero-clearance"
check of the eight installed fan probes was conducted by holding a
piece of shim stock against the outer air seal at each probe 10catio~
in the fans and monitoring the system output.
System accuracies of +0.004 inch and +0.001 inch, respectively, were
achi eved for the 0.400:i nch depth-range fan probes and the 0.100-i nch
depth-range high-pressure turbine probes.
Replacement of failed components in the fan proximity probe system for
the position number 3 engine during the test program required two
recalibrations of that system.
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""I BA YONET CONNECTION OF
~~ \ PROBE INTO RUB STRIP
\ SAPPHIRE
\ PRISM
Figure 3-15 Installation of Laser Proximity Probe on the High-Pressure
Turbine Case and Sketch of Internal Structure of the Probe
- The probe is desi gned to penetrate the doubl e-wall case
and operate in a more hostile environment.
(Raeing, FA-122738)
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Fi gure 3-16 Oi sp1 ay of Hi gh-Pressure Turbi ne C1 earance Indi cated by
Laser Proximity Probe Vi sua1 and digital read-out
provi ded redundancy; hi gh-pressure rotor speed is a1 so
di sp 1ayed. (J 24018-32)
Fi gure 3-17 Purge Ni trogen Supp1 y - Suffi ci ent capaci ty for 13 hours
of continuous engine operation was provided ty 56 nitrogen
bottles in the cargo hold. (J24018-22)
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F1gure 3-18 D1yltal M1crometer Cdl1Drdt1on Tool - The d1gltdl head
prov1des yOOd dccuracy of the 1nd1cated clearances.
(8U-441-U566-D)
3.4.2 H1gh-Pressure TurD1ne Cdse Temperature Instrumentat10n System
3.4.2.1 System Oescnpt10n and Thermocouple Locat10ns
The major temperdture excurS10ns and correspond1ng 1nfluences on the
JT9D eng1ne blade t1P clearances occur 1n the h1yh-pressure compressor,
h1gh-pressure turD1ne, dnd low-pressure turb1ne w1th thelaryest
1nf I uence 1n tne h1 gh-pressure turb1ne. The I aser probes measured the
total runnlng clearance chanye. Slfnultaneous monltonng and andlys1s
of the h1yh-pressure turD1ne case temperatures dunng fl1ght dnd ground
test1ng proV1ded d better understand1ng of Cdse growth and 1tS
1nf I uenc eon run n1ng cl earanc es.
Kad1al, dX1al, and clrcumferentlal temperature patterns 1n the
h1gh-pressure turblrle case of the pOslt10n number 3 eng1ne, under
steady state and trdnSH~nt COndlt10ns, were establ1shed by 18
thennocouples Hlstalled around the turb1ne case front and rear (f~ dnd
N) flanges plus two thermocouples mounted 1n the a1r space above and
below the case, dS shown 1n F1gures 3-19 dnd 3-2U. Ledds from these 2U
chromel-alumel thermocouples were routed from the p01nt of 1nstallat1on
on the enyHle to an 1nterface locdted 1n a cooler zone above the
eng1ne. Connect1ons were made from the 1nterface through a1rplane-
1nstalled leads to the on-Doard ADJlMS data read-out and record1ng
eljU1pment.
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KEY;
eTHEft,.,OCOUPLE METAL TEMPEftATUftE MEASUREMENT LOCATION
CASE Oft FLANGE LOCATIONS
• THERMOCOUPLE (T/CI Alft TEMPERATUftE MEASUREMENT LOCATION.
ALL Alft TIC'S MUST aE ftAOIATION AND HIGH VELOCITY Alft SHIELDED
ALL AIR T/C'S SHOULD aE PLACED MIDWAY aETWEEN THE CASE 0.0. AND THE NACELLE 1.0.
-.'II FLANGE T
flANGE S
Flgure 3-19 Hlgh-Pressure TurDlne Case Thermocouple
tnermocouples were lnstalled around the
flanges of the turolne case and two were
alr space above and below the case.
Locations 18
front and re ar
located 1 n the
(J21627-26)
Six
thermocouples~---.u::I
at each
location
(60· spacinil
TOTAL THEftMOCOUPLES
12 on M flanle
6 on Nflanle
2 in airspace
6.070
inches
Three
J:::D.------ thermocouples
at each loc~tion
(120· spacinil
Two air th.rmocouples
1. Top dead center-O·
2. lena
Figure 3-20 High-Pressure Turbine Case Thermocouple Detailed Locations
All circumferential locations are measured clockwise,
from top dead center, looking forward. (J240l8-24)
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The ADPI4S equipment sensed the output· of each thennocoup1 e every 0.2
second and recorded the case temperatures along with, engine perfonnance
and fl i ght data on a time syncnronized master tape for later analysis
of selected test condittons. The system also printed out Qquick-100kH
transient and 30-second averaged case temperature data as required
dUM ng the test program. A typical pri nt-out of case temperatures is
shown in Figure 3-21.
Thennocoup1e
Nwnber
Case
Temperature (eFt Location
Time
Record
MEAS
~:l.80
!5181
~1e2
5'18:7; .
51~:34
5:l"85
~186
~1e7
~lt38
* 5:t:39
51~0
~:t~:;l:1.
~1.sa2
~:l.93
51.94-
* ei1:9G
~1S'7
~198
:« ~1~~
:+1 ~199
UL LL VALUe: UNITS
'('41. 01 OEaF
6194, ge ()EOF
1$61. 10 DEGF
7'49.~9 DEOF
71S'.~3 DEGF
1506. ~0 DEI:iF~;:"9121. 13 DECiF
7G2. 42 ()E:GF
7!5S. 14 [)EOF
-:1494. ~ DEGF
777, J~ DE:GF
]20. 28 DEt:iF
:387. 23 DEGF
8Z,04. ~6 I)EOF
:338.84 DEGF
-;28a~ 01 PEGF
·7'65. :37 ()EGF
2351. 5:1; DEGF
:t148..7 OEGF
-SS!i4. ;2 DEG~
137 :'18 :54. -:s-
i'.t0:00~00; Ii)
TITLE LISTt 5~~1 POS* Z RIP 5T5
'fF:':MP M-FlNGE TIP '" RAr:,
TEMP M-FU·~·Ge: TIP 60 RAD
Te:~lP M-FLNGET I F' '"120 RFiD
TEMP M-FLNGETIP 1$~ RAD
TEMP M-rlNGETI? 240 RAD
TEI'1P M";'F'LNGE'rIPZ@0 P-ACI
TE~lP M-FLNGE ROQi ~ RACt
TEN? r'1-FLNGEFlJOT 1$0 RAO
TE~1P r'1-FLNGEROOT 1213 RAD
n~rlP t1-FLHGEROIJT :V3~! ~AD
TEMP M-FLNGEROOt 240 RAO
TEMP i1-FLNCiE'Rr.JOT J~0 Fi~AD
TE~lP N-FLNGE ROOT 0 ,RFlCt
TEMF N-FLNGEROOT :1.20 ~f'tD
TEM~ N-FlNGEROOT 240 .RAD
'TEMP r,~~-FlNGET!P .120RAD
TEMP N-FU~QETrp 240 RAe'
TEMP N-FLNGE tif'lB 0 RAe.
TEMP N-FLNQE TIF a RAD
TE~1F' N··-F LNG~At'18 189 .F\F1D
Figure 3-21 Typtca1 Print-out of High-Pressure Turbine Case
Temperatures - The instrumentation system waul d provide
clse temperlture IS required dun ng the test program.
3.4.2.2 Case Temperature System Calibration Accuracy
The 20 thennocoup1es were installed on the turbine case prior to engine
assembly. Dur1ng the subsequent engine assemblys shipments and
1nsta11ation on the airplane, three thennocoup1es wen damaged. The
remaining thennocoup1es functioned as expected.
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The assessment of tne accuracy with Wh1 ch these temperatures were
measured 1n the 1nstalled engine during the ground and flight test
program 1S based on comb1ned accuracies of the thennocouples,
junctions, "lead wires, and Boeing data recording system. The absolute
accuracy of the airplane-1nstalled high-pressure turbine case thennal
measurements was est1mated to be +140F. The back-to-back prec1 s ion
over the flight test period was .!.100F:
3.4.3 Engine Perfonnance Instrumentat10n
Expanded perfonnance 1nstrumentation as descri bed be low was installed
on the inboard eng1 ne dur1 ng the preprogram and postprogram
calibrations and throughout the ground and fl1ght test1ng.
3.4.3.1 Perfonnance Instrumentat10n and Location
The eng1ne performance 1nstrumentation used in the bare eng1ne
calibratlOn and 1n the fl1ght test program is l1sted on Table 3-III
with the var10US probe locations shown on F1gure 3-22. The measurements
1n the test stand and on the airplane are essent1a1ly the same with the
principle difference being that thrust is d1rectly measured 1n the test
stand but not on the airplane.
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TABLE3-111
PERFORMANCETEST INSTRUMENTATION
WhenUsed
No. of No. of In Test Insta]led
Parameter Probes Measurements Cel I On A1rpl ane
Pamb - 1 x x
Pt 1 1 1 x
Pt2 8 8 x
Pt2, Ps2 8 8 x
Pt2.5 6 1 x x
Pt3 3 1 x x
Ps3 3 1 x x
Ps4 1 1 x x
Ps51 1 1 x
Pt7 6 1 x x
Pcel I fan 8 1 x
Pce11 pmmary 4 I x
Tamb - I x x
Tt2 8 8 x
Tt3 1 I x x
Tt4.5 3 1 x x
Tt6 6 7 x x
Tt7 6 7 x x
Tf - 1 x x
Speclflc numldity - 1 x
Thrust - 1 x
Wf - 2 x x
NI - I x x
N2 - 1 x x
Vane Angle (/9) - 1 x
EVC - 1 x x
Condltlon Lever Angle - 1 x
Bleed Valve Posltlons - x x
Cross feed Valve - 1 x
- Precooler Exit Valve - 1 x
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FAN CASE
FAN EXIT GUIDE VANE CASE
FAN EXIT CASE REAR
INTERMEDIATE C....SE
ST....TION 2 2_5 3 4 4.5 5 6 7
~ROI!ES:
TEM~EAATURE II 3 6 6-
~RESSURE II a 3 i'
'COMBINED TEMPER ....TURE-~RESSURE ~ROBES
F1gure 3-22 Performance Instrumentat10n Probe Locat10ns The
1nstrumentat1on shown prov1des complete perfonnance data.
When the eny1ne was 1n the test stand, tne var10US eng1ne mount sensors
as well as the ambient and 1nlet cond1tion sensors all input into an
Automat1 c Product10n Test Data ACqu1 s1t10n and Contro 1 (APTDAC) system
Wn1Cn was designed, procured, and programmed by Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft. Descr1pt10ns of a tYP1cal Pratt & Whitney A1rcraft
product10n test stand and the APTDAC system are presented 1n References
3 and 6, re spect ive ly.
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When the 1nstrumented eng1ne was 1nstalled on the W1 ng, the performance
sensors were connected 1nto the Boel ng, RA001 747 a lrp 1ane A1 rborne
Data Ana"lys1 sand t<\:)n1tor1 ng System (ADAMS) Wh1 ch was descr1 bed br1efly
In Sectlon 3.3 of this document. These engine data p'lus the airplane
performance and environmenta 1 data provide the baS1 s for the installed
performance monitori ng.
3.4.3.2 System Cal1brat1on and Accuracy
The lnitial and final calibrations were conducted 1n different test
stands. The result1ng total uncertalnty between the lnltial and final
calibrations is as follows:
Parameter
Nl
N2
Performance pressures
Performance Temperatures:
Tt amb
Tt3
Tt4.5
Tt6
Tt7
Tt f ue 1
Fue 1 f"low
Thrust
Total
Uncertal nty
+0.1%
+0.1%
+0.4% of full scale
+lOF
+3-F
+3°F
+10 OF
+7 OF
+loF
+0.5% of full scale
+0.5% of full scale
The dlrplane lnstalled englne performance momtorlng system
lncorporatlng the englne mounted probes and the Boelng ADAMS equipment
had the folloWl ng tota 1 uncertalntles:
Parameter
Nl
N2
Performance pressures
Performance temperatures
Fue 1 flow
Total
Uncertal nty
+0 .1%
+0.1%
+O.16%-of full scale
+0.8% of full scale
+D.25% of full scale
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SECTION 4.0
DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
4.1 CLEARANCE CLOSURE DATA
Cl earance changes were measured in the fan and fi rst stage of the
high-pressure turbine of a JT9D-7A engine in the number 3 position and
in the fan of a JT9D-7A engi ne in the number 4 posi ti on of a 747
ai rpl ane for 25 di screte fli ght condi ti ons usi ng four 1aser proximi ty
probes per stage. The measured clearance change at any probe location
refers to the di fference between the clearance measured at speci fi c
time points in the flight cycle and the clearance measured at a
stabilized ground idle condition. For the transient flight conditions,
such as take-offs and stall warnings, the clearance change was recorded
continuously throughout the transient. The analytical interpretation
of these measured blade-to-case closures can be described as the
combination of engine power-induced effects and flight load effects.
Engine power-induced closure is the result of:
o Bl ade and di sk axi synmetri c growth caused by power-i nduced
centrifugal and thermal loads,
o Ca se axi symmetri c and asymmetri c growth caused by power-i nduced
thermal loads, and
o Thrust-induced asymmetric bending of the engine.
Fli ght load-induced closure is the resul t of:
o Asymmetri c bendi ng of the engi ne due to aerodynami c loads on the
inlet cowl, and
o Gravitational (G) loads and gyroscopic (gyro) loads associated
with airplane maneuvers.
The power-induced axisymmetric closure was measured both on the ground
and at altitude for different stabilized engine speeds. It was
necessary to measure these closures at both conditions since fan
clearance is significantly less at altitude as a result of reduced gas
loading on the blades and reduced ambient air temperature.
The power-induced closure at a particular time in the flight cycle,
together with the cold build clearance, defines the gaps available for
the accommodation of additional deflection due to external flight loads.
All asymmetric closures were recorded for each flight condition;
however, only the maximum asymmetric closures which would contribute to
engine deterioration were fully explored.
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The asyrmnetri c closure due to thrust and f1 i ght 1oad-i nduced engi ne
bending was isolated using the NASTRAN (NASA STRuctural ANalysis)
finite element mathematical model of the mD/74T"'"propu1sion system
with the measured loads and calculated thrust levels as input. The
mathemati cal model was joi nt1y developed by Pratt & WIli tney Ai rcraft
and Boeing and began with an identification of be10w-the-wing
propu1 si on system substructures whi ch were provi ded by each party.
Since primary emphasis in the study was on behavior of the engine, the
wing was not included. By exclUding the wing, the nacelle/strut
combination could reasonably be assumed to be symmetric about a
verti ca1 plane throu gh the engi ne center1 i ne, and the engi ne behavi or
could then be calculated with a half model for much less cost than for
a full model.
Substructure interfaces were chosen where subassemblies were
mechanically joined (that is, mount points, flanges, etc.). Detailed
finite-element models of the engine static structure (cases and bearing
support frames), rotors, and thrust yoke were provi ded by Pratt &
Whi tney Ai rcraft. Rotors were model ed as beams wi th di screte masses
input directly. Boeing provided the inlet, strut, and tail-cone models.
Secondary structural components (fan and core cowls, fan and turbine
reversers, stator assemblies), accessories, and plumbing were included
as di screte or di stri buted masses as appropri ate to bri ng the mass
properti es of the model to wi thi n 5 percent of the actual hardware.
The fi na1 stat; c model consi sted of e; ght substructures w; th
approximately 11,000 degrees of freedom, as shown in Fi gure 4-1.
/
/
It.... cowInI. Itc.
incUlld in aIIIIysis
Figure 4-1 JT9D/747 Integrated NASTRAN Finite Element Structural Model
The model consi sts of ei ght substructures wi th
approximately 11,000 degrees of freedom. (J20152-9)
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The fli ght acceptance profil e incorporated in the model i nc1 udes the
proper combination of measured nacelle loadings, engine thrust, inertia
and gyroscopic effects, thermal expansion effects, base-line
clearances, and air-seal/blade abradabi1ity factors. Exposure to
thrust and maneuver loads resu1 ts in deformati on of propu1 si on system
structural members and leads to relative motion between static and
rotating components of flow-path seals (this is termed closure). If
the motions are larger than can be accommodated by the available
clearances, rubs and wear (air-seal/blade tip rubbing) will occur and
result in increased operating clearances between blade tips and outer
air seals. Abradabi1ity factors determine the relative blade tip and
outer seal wear. Performance i nf1 uence coeffi ci ents for each engi ne
stage are then used to determine the performance loss due to these
increased operating clearances.
4.2 CASE TEMPERATURE DATA
Hi gh-pressure turbi ne case metal temperatures at the front and rear
f1anges t shown previously in Figure 3-20 t were recorded simultaneously
wi th performance and c1 earance parameters duri ng each of the test
conditions. The case temperature data were recorded on the Boeing
Airborne Data Analysis and Monitoring System (ADAMS). The data tapes
were then processed by Pratt &Whitney Aircraft to define transient and
steady state temperature patterns in the radi a1 taxi a1 t and
circumferential directions.
Analytical models for predicting the steady state and transient thermal
growth characteri sti cs of the turbi ne assembly were val i dated and t
where necessary, corrected using the case temperature t gas temperature,
and directly-measured clearance data. Turbine case response to thermal
transi ents was found to be faster than predi cted by the ana1yti cal
model s, whi ch were subsequently revi sed. The revi sed model s were then
used in the ana1ysi s to estab1 i sh and quanti fy the vari ous causes of
clearance closure at the critical ground test and flight conditions.
4.3 PERFORMANCE DATA
A pref1 i ght performance cal i brati on of the newly assemb1 ed engi ne was
made in the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft test facility in Midd1etown t
Connecticut. After the engine was installed in the number 3 position
on the ai rp1ane, a fi ve-poi nt installed base-1 i ne ground cal i bration
was conducted at Boeing Fie1d t Washington. This base-line calibration
was repeated after a functional check flight and the ferry flight to
Glasgow, Montana when it was learned that cabin air was inadvertently
being bled from the engine during the original installed calibration.
Each of the subsequent test flights was followed by a ground
calibration. Upon completion of the NAIL program flight testing,
several additional flights were made for the JT9D-7R4 engine
development program, bei ng conducted in conjuncti on wi th the NAIL
program. Then a final installed calibration of the NAIL engine was
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conducted prior to the ferry flight back to Boeing Field and removal of
the engine. Two postflight performance calibrations were conducted in
the Mi ddl etown test faci 1ity, one in the as-recei ved condi ti on and a
second calibration after a vane trim check and fan blade wash.
A comparison of the postflight performance calibrations with the
preflight performance base-line calibrations was made. The engine
performance deterioration [thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC)
increase] was noted along wi th changes in certai n other gas generator
characteri sti cs and in cal culated component performance parameters.
The impacts of the component efficiency and flow capacity changes on
thrust specific fuel consumption and gas generator characteristics were
estimated from a mathematical simulation of the engine. These
estimated impacts were then compared wi th the measured changes in
th rust speci fi c fuel consumpti on and gas generator characteristi cs to
verify the component efficiency and flow capacity changes.
Each of the installed calibrations was compared with the second (first
test with no air bleed) installed calibration. These comparisons
indicated no measurable change in engine performance, so that no
component deterioration is attributed to the flight testing after
cal i brati on. Fi nally, a compari son of the install ed performance and
postfli ght test-stand performance wi th the prefli ght test-stand
base-line performance was made to determine which test events produced
the engine deterioration. This comparison was based primarily on
turbi ne di scharge temperature at constant engi ne pressure rati 0 and
fuel flow at constant engine pressure ratio.
After completion of the performance data analysis, performance changes
were assessed based on the condi ti on of gas-path hardware observed
during the analytical teardown of the test engine as compared to engine
build conditions. The fan and high-pressure turbine modules were
inspected extensively, since these modules had been refurbished prior
to the test program. Build measurements of these two modules were also
compared wi th nominal bl uepri nt measurements to determi ne how these
modules compared with typical new or refurbished parts.
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SECTION 5.0
RESUL TS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The previ ous1y defi ned objecti ves of thi s program were to measure the
flight loads on the nacelle/engine combination and the effects of these
loads on the fan and hi gh-pressure turbi ne c1 earance closures.
However, it is the total closure in running clearances that causes the
rubs and, hence, openi ng of runni ng clearances and loss of
perfonnance. Therefore, the total axisymmetric and asymmetric closures
in the fan and high-pressure turbine at the critical running clearances
as well as the factors contributing to each type of closure in each
module must be known. Only with this knowledge can methods be
fonnu1ated to minimize clearance closure-induced rubs.
In the fan, there appear to be fi ve types of loads that i nf1 uence
clearance closure, as shown in Figure 5-1 along with the causes of
these loads. In the turbine there are six types of loads, as shown in
Fi gure 5-2 along wi th thei r causes.
The 1aser proximi ty probes in the fans of the posi ti ons number 3 and 4
engines and in the first-stage hi gh-pressure turbine of the position
number 3 engi ne measured the abso1 ute cl earances, and recorded these
measunnents on video tape, 30 times per second. By comparing various
combinations of these data and the corresponding flight conditions from
more than 100 engi ne hours of vi deo tape data, it was possi bl e to
segregate the effects of rotor speed, altitude, thrust, aerodynamic and
i nerti a loads, and thennal expansi on.
The effects of power-induced loads and flight loads on the fan
clearances, as detennined from laser probe data and subsequent
i nspecti ons, as well as compari sons of current and previ ous test
results are presented in Section 5.2. Similar infonnation on the
high-pressure turbine is presented in Section 5.3.
An analytical study conducted as part of an earlier phase of the JT9D
Engine Diagnostics program assessed that time-dependent (dynamic) loads
as might be caused by a vertical gust or a hard landing would have only
a small effect on rub-i nduced wear. However, it \'/as 1eft to thi s
Fl i ght Loads Test program to experimentally verify these conel usi ons.
In the 40 hours of flying in the combined program, no significant gusts
were encountered. However, a heavy gross wei ght (690,000-pound), hi gh
sink rate (5 feet/second) landing was experienced. The results of this
landing are compared with analytical predictions in Section 5.4.
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SYMMETRIC CLOSURE
o ROTOR SPEED - POWER
o BLADE TIP AXIAL MOTION - POWER,
- ALTITUDE
FAN CLEARANCE
CLOSURE
~ NONSYMMETRIC CLOSURE
o BACKBONE BENDING - POWER
o AERODYNAMIC LOADS - ANGLE OF ATTACK,
- FAN AIRFLOW,
- DYNAMIC PRESSURE
o INERTIA LOADS - MANEUVERS
Figure 5-1 Fan Clearance Closure - Closure in the fan results from
engine power, altitude, angle of attack, fan airflow,
dynamic pressure, and maneuvers.
/
SYMMETRIC CLOSURE
o ROTOR SPEED - POWER
o THERMAL GROWTH OF
DISK AND BLADES - TIME AT POWER
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE
CLEARANCE CLOSURE
~ NONSYMMETRIC CLOSURE
~ 0 BACKBONE BENDING - POWER
o AERODYNAMIC LOADS - ANGLE OF ATTACK
- FAN AIRFLOW
- DYNAMIC PRESSURE
o INERTIA LOADS - MANEUVERS
o THERMAL GROWTH OF
CASE AND SEALS - TIME AT POWER
Fi gure 5-2 Hi gh-Pressure Turbi ne C1 earance Closure - Closure in the
turbi ne resu1 ts from engi ne power, time at power, ang1 e of
attack, fan airflow, dynamic pressure, and maneuvers.
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The posi ti on number 3 engi ne, seri al number P-662204, wi th i'ts
refurbished fan and high-pressure turbine \'/as calibrated on a Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft production engine test stand before installation on
RAOOl airplane and after its removal from the airplane upon completion
of the test flights. While installed on the airplane, it was
calibrated five times on the ground as listed on Table 3-1. These
calibrations were analyzed to determine the extent of engine and module
deteri orati on caused by thi s test program and when duri ng the program
the performance loss occurred. These analytical results are presented
in Section 5.5.
5.2 FAN EFFECTS
5.2.1 Summary of Fan Effects
Running clearance closure between the fan blades and the outer air seal·
was a maximum during take-off, immediately following rotation. The
pinch point was slightly inboard of bottom center of the engine. Tight
clearances at the bottom also occurred during the airplane stall, stall
warning, and high g turn maneuvers.
Analysis of the test data established that fan clearance closures are a
combination of axisYJ1l1letric closures and asymmetric closures, as
previously outlined on Figure 5-1. Axisymmetric closures are caused by
engine power-induced loads. The combination of centrifugal growth and
axial deflection of the rotor/blade assembly establishes the
axisynmetrical closures. Asymmetric closures are caused by both engine
and externally generated forces. Backbone bending forces due to thrust
deflect and ovalize the fan case, reducing running clearance at the
bottom. Aerodynamic loads further deflect and ovalize the fan case.
Finally, inertia loads cause additional asymmetric closures.
Axisymmetric closure is a maximum at altitude conditions when rotor
speed is hi gh and the thrust bendi ng load on the bl ades is low.
Asymmetric closure is a maximum at take-off when the combined effect of
thrust backbone bending and aerodynamic loads is greatest.
Measured fan clearance closures on the position numbers 3 and 4 engines
were essenti ally the same under all fl i ght condi tons, i ndi cati ng that
rub-induced fan performance deterioration is essentially independent of
engine position on the 747 airplane.
Section 5.2.2 compares the measured clearance closures due to
power-induced loads and flight loads at the various test conditions.
Section 5.2.3 discusses the inspection results of fan wear observed at
the post-test inspection. Section 5.2.4 compares the results of this
test program with pri or test data.
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5.2.2 Measured Clearance Closures
5.2.2.1 Power Effects
Fan blade-to-case closure due to power effects is a combination of
axi symmetri c growth associ ated wi th low-pressure rotor (Nl) speed and
asymmetric, thrust-induced, engine bending. Axisymmetric closure
consists of fan blade and hub centrifugal and thermal growth, fan blade
deflection due to gas-path loads, and case thermal growth.
The geometry of the fan outer ai r seal is such that forward axi al
bendi ng of the fan blades, caused by gas-path loads, opens the blade
tip clearance. However, at altitude lower gas-path loads, compared to
sea 1evel operati on, are imposed on the fan bl ades, resul ti ng in
tighter axisymmetric running tip clearance.
Measured axisymmetric fan clearance change from a stabilized ground
idle is presented in Figure 5-3 as a function of low-pressure rotor
(N) speed, both on the ground and at altitude, based on ground and
fl i ght cal i brati on data. The net thermal expansi on effect on the fan
rotor and case is also included in Figure 5-3. Axisymmetric clearance
closures for the position number 3 fan at each of the test conditions
are summarized on Table 5-1, column 1.
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a
FAN
CLEARANCE
CHANGE -50
10-3 INCH
-100
FLIGHT CALIBRATIONS:
15,000 FEET AT MACH 0.45
25,000 FEET AT MACH 0.80
25,000 FEET AT MACH 0.60
SEA LEVEL
CALIBRATION
25 TO 30xlO-3
INCH
FLIGHT ~~
CALI BRAnONS /'0.
AT 15,000 AND ~~
25,000 FEET T D~
350030002500
RPM
1500 20001000
(IDLE)
500
-I 50 "---__-'--__-'-__--L.__--' .L.-_'""--....L-__-J
a
Fi gure 5-3 Measured Ax i symmetri c Fan Cl earance Change - Ground and
flight calibration data show that clearances are tighter at
altitude compared to sea level for a given engine speed.
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TMLE 5-1
POSITION NlJolBERS 3 AND 4 fAN CLEARANCE CLOSURES (INCH) RELATIVE TO mOUND iDLE
Position No. 3 fin Position Number 4 fin
Power Induced Closure Fhght Meisured Reisured
flight Condition Mich ASynJ1letri c LOids Toti1 Other Toti1 Pinch Totil Pi nch
oescrl ptlOn Number number Ax i symmetri c (Thrust) ~ Closure (losures Closure Locition* Closure Locition*
612,000 1b Tike-Off with 20" flips 101-1 0.25 -0.0!!6 -0.032 -0.125 -0.243 +0.022 -0.221 203" -0.223 193"
5311,000 1b like-Off with 10" flips 101-2 0.24 -0.0!!7 -0.037 -0.139 -0.263 +0.025 -0.23!! 197" -0.251 195"
647,000 1b like-Off with 10" flips 101-3 0.25 -0.0!!7 -0.037 -0.147 -0.271 +0.016 -0.255 -0.263 195"
710,000 lb Tike-Off with 10" flips 11!! 0.30 -O.O!!!! -0.041 -0.149 -0.27!! +O.OO!! -0.270 -0.2!!5 194"( Simulited)
Low-C1 imb 102 0.37 -0.0!!2 -0.036 -0.074 -0.192 -0.025 -0.217 206" -0.20!! 19!!"
Mi d-C1 imb 103 0.60 -0.0!!5 -0.025 -0.056 -0. 166 -0.026 -0.192 207" -0.1!!1 196"
Hi9h Mich liJmber Cruise 104 0.!!6 -0.107 -0.016 -0.033 -0.156 +O.OO!! -0.14!! 220" -0.145 198"
Low Mich Number Crui se 105 0.77 -0.099 -0.011 -0.049 -0.159 +0.007 -0. 152 216" -0.153 19!!"
Miximum Mich Number flight 106 0.91 -0.117 -0.016 -0.012 -0.145 -0.005 -0.150 219" -0.140 194"
In-fli9ht Rei ight 107 0.72 -0.059 -O.OO!! -0.045 -0.112 ** Not Shut Down
Miximum Dynimic Pressure fl ight lD!! 0.!!4 -0.124 -0.034 +0.023 -0.135 -0.027 -0.162 220" -0.126 212"
Still Wirning with flips Up 109 0.37 -0.094 -0.025 -0.0!!6 -0.205 ** -0.124 203"
Still Wirning with 10" flips 110 0.35 -0.090 -0.027 -0.10!! -0.225 -0.171 204" -0.199 199"
Still Wirning with 30" fliPS 111 0.27 -0.113 -0.021 -0.075 -0.216 +O.OI!! -0.19!! 206" -0.113 21l"
Id 1e De scent 112 0.44 0.0 -0.001 -0.054 -0.055 -0.012 -0.067 1'9" -0.063 206"
~proich 113 0.27 -0.117 -0.03!! -0.069 -0.224 +0.021 -0.196 204" -0.1!!2 202"
Touch ind Go 114 0.26 0.0!!7 -0.047 -0.0!!5 -0.219 +0.030 -0.119 210" -0.145 206"
Thrus t Reverse 115 0.1!! -0.070 -0.036 -0.009 -0.043 -0.025 -0.06!! 240" -0.06!! 24!!"
2.0-G Left Turn with fl iPS Up 116 0.49 -0.095 -0.017 -0.100 -0.212 +0.011 -0.201 20!!" -0.139 194"
1.6-G Lef t Turn with 30" flips 117 0.26 -0.057 -0.036 -0.137 -0.230 ** -0.103 199"
2.0-G /light Turn with f1 iPS Up 120 0.4!! -0.06!! -0.016 -0.0!!1 -0.165 +O.O1!! -0.147 196" -0.15!! 1!!8"
1.6-G Ri9ht Turn with 30" flips 121 0.27 -0.100 -0.021 -O.O!!O -0.20!! -O.OOg -0.217 193" -0.173 206"
Airpline Still 123 0.21 -0.116 -0.036 -0.094 -0.246 -0.014 -0.260 190"
* Meisured clockwise from top of engine, is viewed from the reu.
** Insufficient liser proximity probe diti to define pinch point.
Note: Ne9itive vi1ues of closure miy be interpreted is reduced
cleirince ind increised chince of rubs.
Since the thrust reaction is carried through the thrust frame, \'/hich is
offset 30 degrees above the engi ne hori zontal centerl i ne, there is a
backbone bendi ng moment generated about the engi ne hori zonta1 axi s.
The resulting engine bending (as illustrated in Figure 5-4) causes the
front flange of the fan case to deflect upward more than the front
section of the low-pressure rotor which results in reduced fan blade
cl earance at the bottom of the engi ne. The thrust load effects on
blade clearances in the position number 3 fan for each of the test
conditions are shown on Table 5-I, column 2.
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en cases
Low-prlSSUrl rotor
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Fan
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Fi gure 5-4 Typical Backbone Bendi ng Plot for the JT9D Engi ne - A
backbone bendi ng moment resul ti ng from the engi ne thrus t
reacti on causes the front fl ange of the fan to defl ect
upwa rd more than the front secti on of the low-pressure
rotor. (J24318-1 )
Table 5-I lists the fan maximum clearance closure and location of the
pi nch poi nt for each of the test condi ti ons as computed from the
measured clearance val ues on posi ti on numbers 3 and 4 fans. The tabl e
also lists the axisymmetric closure and thrust-induced and flight
loads-induced asymmetric closures for each condition. The axisymmetric
closures are computed from the measured values and validated using the
actual fan speed and Figure 5-3. The thrust and flight loads closures
are computed using the NASTRAN finite element mathematical model of the
JT9D1747 propulsion system which was validated using test data which
i sol ated i ndi vi dual changes ;-n thrust and aerodynami c loads.
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In Table 5-1, the differences (in column 5) between the predicted
(column 4) and the measured (column 6) total clearance closure values
represent the sum of possible clearance measurement errors and
limitations in the NASTRAN models.
The thrust load effect on JT9D fan runni ng clearances were computed
using previously developed analytical models which were validated by
test data from this program.
The combined effects of power loads on fan running clearances are shown
on Figure 5-5 which plots the running clearance measured at the four
probe locations during a stabilized ground idle, run up to power,
ground calibration, and the first test take-off. The probe locations
are shown in the lower left hand corner of the figure. Engine power
level is proportional to the plotted fan rotor speed (Nl). Reading
from the 1eft, the engi ne operated at stabil ized ground ; dl e for 6
minutes. The running clearance indicated by the lower probes is about
0.050 inch greater than at the top due to the offset gri nd in the fan
outer air seal. 3600
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The engi ne was then accel erated to approximately 80 percent of take-off
power. As engine speed increased, the centrifugal force effect
axisymmetrically reduced the running clearance at all four probe
locations. This effect can be seen in Figure 5-5 during the initial 10
seconds of the accel erati on. As the stati c thrust increased, the
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resul ti ng backbone bendi ng effect opened the cl earance at the top and
closed it further at the bottom of the engine. The net effect at the
end of thi s accel erati on was to close the clearances by 0.068 ·i nch
axisYmmetrically plus an additional 0.023 inch asymmetrically at the
lower probe locations. At the subsequent increase to full power (640
seconds) there were addi ti onal closures wi th the axi synllletri c and
asymmetric closures of about equal magnitude.
5.2.2.2 Flight Loads Effects
The flight load-induced clearance closures and the total clearance
closures at each of the test conditions, at the minimum clearance
position (approximately 190 degrees), are listed on Table 5-1, columns
3 and 4. As indicated on the table, the flight conditions which
exhibit the greatest amount of closure are take-off, stall warning,
airplane stall, and high g turns. All of these test points correspond
to conditions of maximum fan airflow rate and high angles of attack. A
time history plot of the fan clearance changes during take-off (Figure
5-5) clearly shows the effect of flight loads on fan clearance. As the
ai rpl ane rolled down the runway (at 860 seconds), the thrust bendi ng
load decreased sl i ght1y; however, the cl earances remai ned essenti ally
constant. Thi s apparent contradi cti on resul ted from the generati on of
an aerodynamic load on the inlet cowl while the airplane was on the
runway. At take-off rotation (flight condition 101-1), there was a
1arge change in the i nl et angl e of attack whi ch, combi ned wi th a hi gh
fan airflow, resulted in a large load on the inlet cowl. This load
caused the engine to bend as a beam (Figure 5-4), resulting in a
0.060-inch decrease in fan clearance at the bottom and an increase in
clearance at the top of the engine (Figure 5-5).
The maximum clearance closure during this typical revenue service
take-off and the contributing effects are shown on Table 5-1 for the
612,000-pound take-off wi th 20-degree flaps (Condi ti on 101-1). The
actual measured closure at the pinch location at Condition 101-1
relative to the ground idle condition was within 10 percent of the
predicted closure based on NASTRAN structural analysis. The 0.221-inch
fan clearance closure caused a rub (Figure 5-6) resulting in an average
increase (Table 5-11) in fan clearance of 0.033 inch relative to build
clearance. The effects of this rub on engine performance is discussed
i n Secti on 6.
TABLE 5-II
POSITION NUMBER 3 FAN OUTER AIR-SEAL WEAR
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Test Fli ght
Number
1
2
3
4
5
Incremental Wear
(i nch)
0.033
0.013.
0.005
0.003
0.001
Cumulative Wear
(inch)
0.033
0.046
0.051
0.054
0.055
O 300.LIGHT RUB 60.~ ~ L1~90·LIGHT RUB RUB105· 105·
MOOERATE RUB MODERATE RUB
TEST CONDITION
FLIGHT DATE TESTED
#1 10/II/SO 101-1
103
104
105
107
109
110
III
112
113
114
t 15
#2 10/19/81 101-2
102
116
117
123
FAN #3
3150350.O· L1~~! RUB
VERY
LIGHT 135.
RUB
O·
FAN 19t'4
250"
LIGHT RUB
O·
#3 10120/80 101-3
0" 0"
~o ~oo105"
120·
MODERATE RUB HEAVY RUB
iI'4 10125180 118
HARD 0" O"L1GHT RUB
LANDING
U3100 ~5"285" LIGHT RUBSO"120"
MODERATE RUB LIGHT RUB
#5 10125180 106
108
120
121
O·
QO.MODERATE 60"RUB LIGHT RUB260· 95"
O"L1GHT RUB
04 15" 40"MODERATE290" 60" RUB135"
LIGHT RUB
Figure 5-6 Post-Test Observation of Fan Rubs Rub patterns for
take-off tests are quite similar for the two test engines.
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The second test take-off (Condition 101-2) was a full power take-off at
538,000 pounds with 10-degree flaps, which is representative of a
producti on ai rp1 ane acceptance f1 i ght take-off. The 1i ft-off speed
(Table 3-1) was slightly less than that for the first take-off, however
the rotati on ang1 e wa s greater because of the lower f1 ap setti ng. The
0.238-inch measured clearance closure (Table 5-0 was significantly
greater for thi s 1i ghter wei ght take-off as compared to that for
Condition 101-1. The average fan rub depth was increased to 0.046 inch
(Table 5-II) with resulting increased loss in fan perfonnance.
The Third and fourth take-offs (Conditions 101-3 and 1,18) were also
conducted at full power and wi th 10-degree f1 aps for both tests.
However, gross weights were increased to establish the effect of weight
on aerodynamic load and the resulting clearance closure. The rotation
angles were about equal to that of Condition 101-2. However, the
rotation speed (Table 3-0 increased with higher gross weight. The
result was an increasing aerodynamic load and clearance closure (Table
5-1 and Figure 5-7) with increasing take-off gross weight, at constant
-power and flap setting, due to the higher dynamic pressure (speed) at
rotation. Figure 5-7 shows that change in flap setting has a greater
effect than gross weight on fan clearance closure and rub depth.
60
Average 50
fan rub
depth
rvl0-3 inch
40
30L--_=--'--__----l ....L-__----l.. -'--__-'
500 700
Take-off gross weiKht, 1000 pounds
Fi gure 5-7 Effect of Take-Off Gross Wei ght and Fl ap Setti ng on Fan
C1 earance Closure at Take-Off - Change in f1 ap setti ng has
a greater effect than gross wei ght on fan clearance closure
and rub depth.
Si nee all four take-off tests were conducted at full take-off power,
the flap angle, and thus rotation angle, appears to be the prime
difference between the first and second take-offs, and the rotation
speed (VR*) is the prime difference between the second, third, and
fou rth tak e-offs.
* VR =airplane flight speed at take-off rotation.
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The stall warning conditions (flight conditions 109, 110, and 111),
whi ch were part of ai rp 1ane acceptance testi ng and the inadvertent
ai rp1 ane stall (condi ti on 123), provi ded good examples of the combi ned
effect of hi gh angle of attack and hi gh fan ai rflow rate. The stall
warning condition 110, see Figure 5-8, establishes that both high fan
airflow and high vane angle are required. As seen on the double plot
in thi s fi gure, pri or to the stall warni ng the vane ang1 e is hi gh (25
degrees) and the engi ne speed and, thus, ai rf1 ow rate are low. The
aSYJl1l1etric clearance closure is small as shown by the close spread
between probe readi ngs.
At the stall warning signal, the pilot nosed over the airplane and
accelerated the engine to prevent a stall. As engine speed increased,
the pilot raised the airplane nose to a position slightly below that
prior to the stall warning. Note that as engine speed, and thus fan
airflow, increase there is a rapi d increase in both the axi symmetri c
and asymmetric closures of the fan as indicated by the probe readings.
Hi gh G turn simu1 ated avoi dance maneuvers provi ded the other maximum
clearance closure condition in the fan. The effect of increasing angle
of attack (in the turn) while flying at a constant engine speed is
shown in the measured clearance data plot of the 1.6-G turn, condition
121. Thi s plot is shown in Fi gure 5-9.
The NASTRAN finite element mathematical model of the JT9D1747
propu1 si on system was used to provi de an analyti cal i nterpretati on of
the closures measured during the flight events which caused the largest
amount of fan rubs. The ability of the model to demonstrate the effect
of flight loads on fan clearance was examined by comparing the measured
change in fan clearance which occurred between two time points in a
take-off rotation, where only an inlet cowl load is varying, with that
whi ch the model woul d predi ct gi ven the change in load. The resu1 ts
presented in Table 5-II1 indicate that the clearance change trends can
be predicted by the model with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
5.2.2.3 Effect of Engine Position
Fan running tip clearance changes were measured on both the inboard and
outboard engines of a 747. The laser proximity probes were placed at
the same ci rcumferenti al 1ocati ons in each fan case to ascertai n the
effect of engine position on both the magnitude and direction of fan
closure. As illustrted on Table 5-III, there is slight difference in
the maximum pinch clearance closure on the inboard and outboard engines
under all test conditions. The actual location of the pinch point on
the outboard engine would be expected to be closer to 180 degrees since
the fusel age woul d have 1ess i nf1 uence on the di recti on of the inlet
ai r stream.
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Fi gure 5-8 Change in Fan Runni ng Clearance Duri ng the Stall Warni ng
(Condition 110) - The stall avoidance maneuver and the
accompanyi ng increase in engi ne speed and fan ai rf1 ow rate
resu1 ted ina rapi d increase in both the axi symmetri c and
asymmetric closure.
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Fi gure 5-9 Change in Fan Runni ng C1 earance Ouri ng a Hi gh G Turn
Simul ated Avoi dance Maneuver (Condi ti on 121) The
i ncreasi ng ang1 e of attack in the turn at constant engi ne
sp eed resu1 ted in an increased aerodynami c 1oad-i nduced
closure in the posi ti on number 3 fan.
Fi gUre 5-10 presents a plot compari ng fan c1 earance closure on the two
engines during a ground run, take-off, and climb. Data are plotted for
proximi ty probes at 60 and 240 degrees for each of the two test
engines. With the engines at the same rotor speed, there is no
difference in fan clearance closure as measured by the two probes in
each of the two engines.
similar comparison of seven additional test
closures at the 60 and 240 degree probe
Fan speed is also recorded to identify similar
Fi gure 5-11 presents a
conditions. Clearance
positions are recorded.
power level s.
Sa sed on these data, it is concl uded that the i nfl uence of engi ne
position on aerodynamic load-induced clearance closures or resulting
seal rubs is negligible.
5.2.3 Inspection Results
Fan perfonnance loss in ai r1 i ne servi ce occurs due to rub-i nduced
increase in fan runni ng clearances, increased roughness of the fan
blade surfaces, and blunting of the blade leading edges.
Assembled fan blade clearances were measured at the begi nni ng and the
end of the test program. Outer ai r-sea1 wear was measured duri ng and
at the end of the program. Fan bl ade surface condi ti on and 1eadi ng
edge profile were measured at the beginning and end of the program.
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TABLE5-III
NASTRANPREDICTEDCOMPAREDTO MEASUREDFAN ASYMMETRICCLEARANCECHANGE
DUE TO FLIGHTLOADS
Clearance Change(inch) at
F1i 9ht Condi tlon Mach Data Ci rcumferentia1 Location (degrees)
uescri.otion Number number Source 60 150 240 330--
612,000lb Take-Offwith 20" Flaps lOl-I 0.25 EngineNo. 3 +0.045 -0.062 -0.058 +0.059
EngineNo. 4 +0.056 -0.059 -0.055 +0.052
NASTRAN +O.Oll -0.010 -0.065 +0.056
647,000Ib Take-Offwith lO° Flaps 101-3 0.25 EngineNo. 3 -- -0.084 -0.085 +0.077
Engine No. 4 +0.083 -0.080 -0.080 +0.071
NASTRAN +0.084 -0.081 -0.092 +0.087
780,000lb Take-Offwith 10" Flaps 118 0.30 EngineNo. 3 -- -0.100 ....
(Simulated) EngineNo. 4 -- -0.080 -- +0.080
NASTRAN +0.073 -0.089 -0.077 +0.095
2.0-GLeftTurnwith FlapsUp 116 0.49 EngineNo. 3 -- -0.025 -0.020 +0.020
EngineNo. 4 +0.013 -0.016 -0.014 40.011
.NASTRAN +0.022 -0.020 -0.027 +0.021
2.0-GRight Turnwith FlapsUp 120 0.48 EngineNo. 3 -- -0.025 -0.009 +0.023
EngineNo. 4 +0.019 -0.028 -- +0.029
MASTRAN +0.027 -0.026 -0.033 +0.021
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Figure 5-10 Comparison of Fan Clearance Change versus Engine Position Under
Transient Condi ti ons - The i nfl uence of engi ne posi ti on on fan
clearance change duri ng a typical ground run, take-off, and climb
sequence is negligible.
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Fi gure 5-11 Compari son of Fan Cl earance Change versus Engi ne Posi ti on Under
Several Steady State Conditions - The influence of engine position on
fan clearance change during a variety of flight conditions is
negli gi ble.
The change in static blade-to-seal clearance in the assembled fan of
the positi on number 3 engi ne was 0.062 inch, based on feel er gage
measurements around the ci rcumference at the beg; nni ng and end of the
program.
Ou ter air seal rubs \'Iere moni tored th roughout the program by two
methods. With the first method, the outer air-seal rub shoes in the
two test fans were sprayed with a red dye before each test flight. Rub
patterns I'/ere then observed (Fi gure 5-12) after the fl i ght to i efentify
the 1ocati on and depth of rubs. The rubs observed after each of the
five test flights are summarized in Figure 5-6. Note that in test
fl i ghts one through four, where the take-off is the domi nant fl i ght
load condition, the rub patterns on the inboard (number 3) and outboard
(number 4) engines are quite similar. In the fifth test flight, the
rubs in the upper left hand quadrant validate the tighter clearances
measured by the laser probe in that quadrant during the maximum dynamic
pressure portion of the flight (condition 108).
Figure 5-12 Visualization of Fan Rubs - Red dye sprayed on the fan
outer air-seal shoes prior to each test fli ght pennitted
easy location of rubbed areas. (Boeing, FA-123468)
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In addition, fan rub depth measurements were made after each test
flight by recording the depth of eight equally-spaced predrilled holes
in the rub shoes. Wi th progressive wear, the depths of the holes
decrease. The incremental and cumulative average outer air-seal wear
after each test flight, as computed from these hole depth measurements,
is listed on Table 5-11.
The average rub-strip wear based on post-test analytical teardown
measurements was 0.057 inch at the center of the rUb.
Comparison of pretest and post-test sample blade inspections showed no
loss of blade length, leading edge shape, or surface roughness.
Using the above inspection results, an average blade-to-seal clearance
increase of 0.057 inch \,'as assumed, and the fan effi ci ency and flow
capacity changes were computed. The results of this analysis are
presented in Secti on 5.5
5.2.4 Comparison with Previous Test
Si mil ar fan cl earance closure patterns were seen in the Fl i ght Loads
Test and in the previous "Simulated Aerodynamic Loads Test", thus
indicating that the direction and magnitude of the simulated loads were
reasonable. This can be seen in Figure 5-13 on \'/hich is plotted the
clearance closures of the four fan probe locations during a real and
sumulated take-off sequence. Flight Condition 101-1 was used in this
compari son. The close agreement between the simulated and actual fan
clearance closures validates the use of the low- and high-pressure
compressor clearance closure data in refining the analytical model.
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Figure 5-13 Comparison of Flight Loads Test Data with Simulated
Aerodynamic Loads Test Data - The comparison of data taken
under comparable loading conditions shows good agreement.
(J 24873-10 )
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5.3 HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE EFFECTS
5.3.1 Summary of High-Pressure Turb1ne Effects
T1 ght runni ng clearances dnd 10ca"1 ru bs occurred 1n the h1 gh-pressure
turb1ne during four test condltlons. Durlng slmulated revenue service,
ml nlmum clearance occurred durl ng c"1 imb. It a lso occurred durl ng stan
warnl ng and hi gn G slmul ated avoldance maneuvers. Both of these
condltions combined moderate aerodynamic load and long time, hlgh-power
operatlon of the englne. However, the tlghtest hlgh-pressure turblne
runnlng-clearance condltlon occurred durlng extended high power
operat10n on tne ground WhlCh was run prlor to the fllght test and lS
not representat1ve of elther productlon acceptance testlng or revenue
serVlce. At al"\ tlmes 1n thl s program, the Pl nch occurred 1n the lower
rlght quadrant as lt did durlng the prlor Slmulated Aerodynamlc Loads
Test program.
Hlgh-pressure turblne clearance closures are the combined effect of
aXlsymmetrlc c"losures and' asymmetrlc closures, see Figure 5-2.
Ana'lysls of the data established that rotor speed-lnduced centrifugal
force and thrust-lnduced "backbone" bend1 ng are nearly lnstantaneous
clearance change effects fo"llowlng a power Change. Thermal expansion
of blaaes, seals, cases, and dlSks are tlme and power-level dependent
contr1butors to c"learance c"losure. Flnally, 1nertla- and aerodynamic
"Ioad-lnduc"ed asyrnmetrl c closures wlil further Pl nch the turblne runni ng
clearances. Section 5.3.2 dlscusses the magnitude and tim1ng of
power-lnduced and fllght load-lnduced closure and thelr comblned effect
on turblne runnlng clearances.
5.3.2 Measured Clearance Closures
5.3.2.1 Power Effects
Power effects on turblne c"learance lnclude the centrifugal force
1nduced rotor/b'lade assembly expans lon due to rotor speed; thenna 1
expanSlon effect of rotating and statlc parts due to gas temperature;
and the backbone bendlng effect due to thrust load.
These varlOUS power effects on hlgh-pressure turblne runnlng clearances
are seen In Flgure 5-14 Wh1Ch 1S a plot of the measured c"learance
changes at four probelocatlons durlng a hlgh power ground callbration
startlng at a stablllzed ground ldle condltlon. The plot shows the
translent and steady state effects of power 1nduced loads on running
clearances In the hlgh-pressure turblne.
Power Ieve 1 1S represented by hl gh-pre ssure rotor speed. From
stabnlZed 1dle, the eng1ne was accelerated 1n two steps, at 1"15
seconds and at 360 seconds. The symbols on Flgure 5-14 show the
measured changes 1n clearances at the four probe locatlons. The S011d
line represents the computed aXlsymmetrlc clearance change based on the
four readl ngs. Axl symmetrl c c "Iearance change 1s caused by the
centr1fugal and thermal expansion of the rotating parts and the unlform
thennal expanslon of the case. The calculated thrust-lnduced
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asymmetr1 c closure effects on clearance at the top and the bottom of
the eng1ne are shown by the dashed 11nes. The difference between the
dashed llnes and the p"'otted symDo"ls 1S the asymmetrlc case clearance
change due. to nonuniform thermal effects.
The magnnude and tim1ng of these var10US effects 1S shown 1n F1gure
5-14. The 1nitial effect of the accelerat10n at 115 seconds 1S an
aX1sYmmetnca I closure due to centrlfugal forces. The net effect of
therm a1 expansion of the blade and case then 1ncre ases the
aX1 symmetr1ca 1 clearance. Concurrently, as thrust is increased, the
backbone bend1ng effect asymmetrl cally closes the clearance at the
bottom of the eng1ne and opens the clearance at the top as illustrated
by the spread between symbo"ls on the f1gure. The thermal expanslOn of
the disk 1S seen next as 1t causes a slower aX1symmetr1cal closure
Wh1Ch was st111 1n progress when the engine power level was 1ncreased
aga1 n at 360 seconds. The lmmedlate effects of thl s acceleratlon are
add1t10nal closures 1nduced by centrlfugal load and backbone bending
load. These closures are followed by addit10nal d1Sk expanS10n Wh1Ch
cont1nues out to the end of the test run when clearances have nearly
stab111 zed.
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Figure 5-14 Effects on High-Pressure Turbine Clearance due to
Power-Induced Take-Off Loads (Condition 101-1) Both
axisymmetric and asymmetric closures increased with
increasing power setting.
As can De seen on the f1gure, the nonumform thermal load-1nduced
closure appears to lncrease w1th power "level, wlth maX1mum closure
occurr1 ng 1 n the "lower rl ght hand quadrant of the eng 1nee
Th1S was an extreme case where the eng1ne was stab1llZed at a power
level gre ater th an take-off power. The case was chosen because 1t best
ll1ustrates the var10US power-1nduced effects on the f1rst-stage
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h1gh-pressure turb1ne clearance c"losure. It 111ustrates the r1sk of
turb1ne rubs 1ncurred by runn1ng at h1gh power on the ground for an
extended per10d and allow1ng the comb1nat10n of maX1mum thermal and
maX1mum thrust-1nduced closure to occur simultaneously.
The power-1nduced c"learance closures typ1cal of" acceptance f11ght and
other f'l1ght load test cond1tions are "listed on Table 5-IV, relative to
stab111Zed ground idl e, for the 180-degree "location (bottom center of
the engine). The numbers presented in th1S table are a combinat10n of
measured and computed values. Column 1 11StS the aX1symmetr1 c c"losures
at eaCh test cond1tion and 1s the algebraic average of the four
measured changes, relatlVe to ground 1dle. Column 2 presents the
asymmetric closure due to the thrust-1nduced backbone bend1ng. Th1S
closure 1s a computed value that 1s proport10na 1 to estlffiated thrust.
The prev10usly developed analytical model used for predicting the
effect of backbone bend1ng on turb1ne closure was validated by
measurements made 1n th1 s program 1n those cases where the thrust
effect could be 1solated.
Column 6 presents the total clearance closure. Th1S value was computed
from the measured val ues at the 142-degree and 23"I-degree probe
locat1ons.
Column 5 lists the asymmetrlc closure due to f"light loads. These
values were computed w1th a prev10usly developed analytical model Wh1Ch
was val1dated by the measured values from th1S program.
Column 411sts the est1mated total power load-1nduced closures at each
fl1ght condition. Co"lumn 4 1S the d1fference between Columns 5 and 6.
Column 311StS the asymmetr1c thermal 10ad-1nduced clearance change.
It represents the net value of thermally 1nduced, asymmetrlc
d1mens10na"1 changes 1n the case, Sh1fts 1n the rotor centerline
re latlVe to the case, and errors 1n the other factors. It was computed
as the d1fference between Column 4 and the sum of Columns I and 2.
The f1rst take-off of the Flight Loads Test program (Cond1tion 101-1)
1S not typ1cal Slnce 1t 1mmed1ately followed the ground run shown on
F1gure 5-14 and resulted 1n the h1gh initial thermal closure, hence a
much h1gher than normal total closure. The second and third take-offs
are more representat1ve of normal cond1t10ns. The 780,OOO-pound
take-off was slmulated by a 1.3-G pull-up executed one minute after
11ft-off at 710,000 pounds; hence, the thermal cond1tions are between
norma I take-off and the low-c"11mb condltion.
Condltions 102 through 115 cover the fl1ght acceptance test.
Condit1ons 116 through 121 cover the slmulated avoidance maneuvers.
Note that the r1ght turns were executed at lower power sett1ngs on the
posit10n number 3 englne and resulted 1n lower power-1nduced closures.
As can be seen on Table 5-IV, power-1nduced closure 1S a function of
1nstantaneous power Ievel (thrust load and speed effects) and the
1mmed1ate past h1story of power levels (thermal expansion effects).
Thus, 1n the norma"' revenue fl1ght, c"11mb and h1gh Mach number crU1se
0'\ TABLE 5-IV
N
POSITION NLMBER 3 HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE CLEARANCE CLOSURES (INCH) RELATIVE TO ffiOUND IDLE
AT 180-DEGREE CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION
Power Induced Closure
Estimited Ax i synme t ri c As~etric Fl i ght Meisured
Fl ight Condition Thrust (Speed + (Ihrus (Ihermit Estimited LOids To til
O:!scription Number (pounds) Thermi 1) LOid) LOid) Totil Closure Closure
612,000 lb Tike-Off with 20· Flaps 101-1 32.000 -0.036 -0.010 +0.002 -0.044 -0.007 -0.051
538.000 1b Tike-Off with 10· Flips 101-2 31.000 -0.004 -0.009 +0.002 -0.011 -0.008 -0.019
647.000 1b Ti ke-Off with 10· Flips 101-3 30.000 -0.005 -0.009 0.000 -0.014 -0.009 -0.025
780tooO 1b Tike-Off with 10· Flips 118 31.000 -0.016
-0.009 +0.002 -0.023 -0.009 -0.032
Simulited)
Low-Cl imb 102 25.000 -0.026 -0.007 -0.004 -0.037 -0.004 -0.041
Pi nch Point 20.000 -0.031 -0.006 -0.005 -0.042 -0.004 -0.046
Hi d-Cl imb 103 18,000 -0.031 -0.005 -0.001 -0.037 -0.003 -0.040
High Mich Number Cruise 104 9,000 -0.030 -0.003 -0.001 -0.034 -0.001 -0.035
Low MiCh Number Cruise 105 8,000 0.024 -0.002 -0.004 -0.030 -0.002 -0.032
Miximum Mich Number Flight 106 . 9,000 -0.026 -0.003 -0.003 -0.032 0.000 -0.032
In-Fl ight Relight 107 5,000 -0.039 -0.002 +0.001 -0.040 -0.002 -0.042
MiXimum Dyn~ic Pressure Flight 108 14,000 -0.036 -0.004 -0.003 0.043 +0.002 -0.041
Still Wirning with FliPs Up 109 17 ,000 -0.028 -0.005 +0.004 -0.029 -0.005 -0.034
Still Wirning with 10· Flips 110 20,000 -0.029 -0.006 +0.003 -0.032 -0.006 -0.038
Still Wirni ng with 30· Fl iPS III 20,000 -D.037 -0.006 0.000 -0.043 -0.004 -0.047
Idl e O:!scent 112 0 0.000 0.000 +0.004 +0.004 -0.002 +0.002
Approich 113 27.000 -0.022 -0.008 -0.001 -0.031 -0.004 -0.035
Touch ind Go 114 34.000 -0.025 -0.010 +0.002 -0.033 -0.005 -0.038
Thrust Reverse 115 26.000 -0.034 -0.008 -0.001 -0.043 0.000 -0.043
2.o-G Lef t Turn wi th Fl iPS Up 116 22.000 -0.033 -0.007 -0.001 -0.041 -0.005 -0.046
1.6-G Left Turn with 30· Fl iPS 117 25.000 -0.031 -0.008 +0.002 -0.037 -0.006 -0.043
2.o-G Right Turn with Flips Up 120 8.000 -0.019 -0.003 -0.002 -0.024 -0.005 -0.029
1.6-G Right Turn with 30· Flips 121 21.000 -0.025 -0.006 +0.001 -0.030 -0.006 -0.036
Airpline Still 123 26.000 -0.031 -0.008 +0.002 -0.037 -0.007 -0.044
Hird Linding 20.000 -D.024 -0.006 -0.004 -0.034 0.000 -0.020
Ground Cilibrition 48.000 -0.036 -0.014 +0.002 -0.048 0.000 -0.048
Note: Negitive vilues of closure miY be interpreted is reduced
cleirince ind increised chinee of rubs.
..
represent the condltlOns of maXlmum power-induced closure. The
aXlsymmetric and asymmetrlc clearance closures tYPlca1 of take-off and
clmb are shown on Flgure 5-15. The mlnlmUm clearance plnch occurred
about 200 ~econds into the climb.
Condltions 107, ·111, and 115 show the maximum power-l nduced closures of
the f1lght test data. These three ca~es are examples of varyl ng degrees
of severlty of the problem of hot-rotor deceleration followed by
acceleratlon, WhlCh was ldentlfled as a severe problem In the report on
Performance Deterloration Based on In-Servlce Englne Data (Reference
2). In these cases, after the englne has been runm ng at hl gh power
·'eve1 for some time, wlth all components thermally expanded, a rapid
deceleratlon 1 s executed to a low power or shutdown. ThiS action
results ln thrust and centrlfuga1 loads being removed lmmedlate1y,
causlng clearances to open. Then, as the components cool, there lS an
lnltia1 closing of clearances due to the faster cooling rate of the
case compared to the blade-and-dlsk assembly. If the englne lS agaln
accelerated to power before the disk cools sufflcient1y, the c10slng
effect due to centrlfuga1 and thrust forces wn 1 close the clearances
to a value that lS less than the steady state value prlor to shutdown.
Thl s was the scenarlO durl ng the 1n-,.Il ght rell ght (Condltlon 107,
Flgure 5-16), stall warnlng (Condltlon ·'11, Flgure 5-17), and thrust
reverse (Condltlon 115, Flgure 5-18) Where the clearances llsted on
Table 5-IV were measured after the englne acce1eratlon.
5.3.2.2 FI 1ght Loads Effects
AerOdynamic loads are the predomlnant flight loads. Aerodynamlc loads
are steady and quasl-steady loads applled to the englne ln1et by the
1n1et air stream and, In turn, cause deflection of the fan, compressor,
and turblne cases. Durlng the f1i~ht test, the upward aerodynamic load
on the fan ln1et durlng take-orf and other hlgh angle of attack
operatlon caused clearance closure at the bottom and clearance openlng
at the top of the hlgh-pressure turblne, but to a lesser extent than In
the fan.
The addltion of thlS flight 10ad-lnduced closure to the power-lnduced
dXlsymmetrlc and asymmetrlc closures resuHed in a large closure In the
hlgh-pressure turblne durlng lnltia1 c·limb from take-off. Thus,
maXlmum clearance closure 1n a typlca1 revenue fllght occurs following
take-off. ThlS result lS shown in Flgure 5-15A on WhlCh lS plotted the
measured hl gh-pressure turDl ne clearance closures durl ng a take-off and
climb (test Condltl0ns 101-2 and 102).
On Flgure 5-16A, the plot of data from the 231-degree probelocatl0n
(n) 1s an approX1mation S lnce that probe was not functloning durl ng
thlS take-off (CondltlOn 101-2). The aXlsymmetrlC closure durlng
acce1eratlon, take-off roll, and c1lmb lS shown as the upper bold llne
on Flgure 5-156. It lncludes centrlfugal and thermal effects on the
dlSk and D"lades plus unlform thermal expansion of the case.
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the In-F11ght Shutdown and Restart (Condition 107) - QU1ck
restart of an eng1 ne wlth a hot rotor can result 1n
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the Stall Warn1 ng (Cond1tion 111) - QU1ck acce1erat1on of
an eng1 ne W1 th a hot rotor can resul t 1n Sl gnif1cant
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Figure 5-18 Change in High-Pressure Turbine Running Clearance During
Thrust Reversal (Condition 115) - Quick acceleration of an
engine with a hot rotor can result in significant
clearance closure.
The additional asymmmetric closure (thrust load effect), based on
NASTRAN analysi s, is shown as the next band. Note that thi s effect
decreases with increasing fl ight speed due to the thrust 1apse rate.
The lower shaded band on the figure represents the effect of aero-
dynamic load-induced closure at the bottom of the turbine case. This
closure is a maximum at 1ift-off and decreases duri ng cl imb due to the
reduced angle of attack. The bottom of these bands represents the
predicted clearance closure based on actua 1 axi symmetri c closure and
NASTRAN calculated load effects with equilibrium occurring about four
minutes after acceleration to take-off power. The difference between
this closure and the measured probe readings (shown as data points) is
due to a nonuniform thenna 1 expansion in the hi gh-pressure turbine case.
The net effect is small at take-off since the rapid thermal expansion
of the case tends to open rather than close clearances as seen on
Figure 5-15B. After 200 seconds of climb power, the disk has absorbed
sufficient heat to complete its thenna 1 expansion.
The asymmetric closure is caused by thrust-induced backbone bending,
aerodynamic load-induced bending forces on the high-pressure turbine
case, and nonunifonn thennal expansion of that case. Thrust is a
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maximum at the start of take-off roll and decreases continually as
speed is increased; thus, the backbone bending force decreases with
increasing airplane speed. Aerodynamic closure is a maximum at
take-off rotation and decreases as the airplane climbs and the angle of
attack is reduced. Finally, the nonuniform thermal expansion of the
high-pressure turbine case is represented by the difference between the
measured closures at the two lower proximity probes, Figure 5-15, and
the sum of the computed axisymmetric and asymmetric closures. This
time-temperature-dimensional change effect is being evaluated further
in the Additional Ground Testing program.
The hi gh-pressure turbine clearance closures measured at cl imb were
such that they would have caused a rub of 0.004 to 0.005 inch had the
turbine not rubbed during the prior ground run. This rub was
considered in the perfonnance deterioration modeling. High-pressure
turbine closures during the remaining flight test conditions simulating
revenue service were such that they would not have caused additional
high-pressure turbine rubs.
Duri ng other f1 i ght conditions, as with the fan, the maximum f1 i ght
load-induced closures in the high-pressure turbine occurred during
conditions where the airplane was operating at a high angle of attack
combined with a hi gh level of power. These conditions included the
stall warnings (Conditions 109, 110, and 111) where a high angle of
attack and low power was used to induce the stall warning then, at the
signal, power was applied rapidly and the airplane was nosed over
slightly. As seen in Figure 5-17, the maximum closure occurs at the
end of the acceleration when both power and angle of attack were high.
The high-G turn, avoidance maneuver (Conditions 116, 117, and 121) and
the actual airplane stall (Condition 123) also combined high angle of
attack, due to the maneuver and high power level. These maneuvers also
combined with high power loads resulting in pinch point conditions.
The approach (Condition 113) and touch and go (Condition 114) test
conditions show aerodynamic fl i ght load effects also. These effects
a1so are due to the combi ned effect of ang1 e of attack and power
level. Note that for the touch and go the data point was recorded
following the rotation and, hence, was similar to take-off.
Data for the remaining test conditions were taken during level flight,
and the flight load effects were insignificant.
5.3.3 Inspection Results
The estimated perfonnance deterioration of the flight test engine
(P-662204), based on the before and after measurements, is a -1.65
percent high-pressure turbine efficiency change, a -0.02 percent
low-pressure turbine efficiency change and a 0.61 percent increase in
the hi gh-pressure turbine flow parameter. The increase in tip
clearance on the first-stage blade accounts for most of the
high-pressure turbine efficiency deterioration.
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The hi gh-pressure turbi ne rub-induced wear was much greater than that
which is representative of acceptance testing and typical revenue
service for two reasons: 1) the first-stage was assembled with outer
air seal clearances that were 0.008 inch tighter than normal; 2) the
preflight ground tests, the first of which was run for an extended time
period, resulted in extensive thermal expansion-induced closure and,
hence, blade/seal rubs.
First-Stage Blade Tip
The diametra1 tape measurements showed a nonuniform wear across the
blade tip which averaged 0.022 inch.
First-Stage Outer Air Seal
A rub spanning a 70-degree arc, with a maximum depth of 0.020 inch, did
occur in the lower right hand quardrant.
Second-Stage Blade Tip Knife Edge Wear
The diametral tape measurements show that the knife edge incurred an
average radial wear of 0.002 inch.
Second-Stage Outer Air Seal
The groove depth measurements show an average wear depth of 0.025 inch
and 0.026 inch on the front and rear seal lands, respectively.
Second-Stage Vane Inner Diameter Twisting
Vane inner diameter twisting was evaluated by measuring the change in
the axial distance between the vane inner feet (see Figure 5-19).
Based on the before and after measurements on 15 vanes, the axial
distance increased an average of 0.0022 inch. The Simpson1s rule
measurement also showed the twi st ing of the i nner-di ameter portion of
the vane (see Figure 5-20).
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Figure 5-20 Comparison of Methods of Vane Twist Measurements
Simpsoni s Ru le results is in good agreement with
measurement of the change in axi a1 di stance between the
vane inner feet.
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Estimated Performance Deterioration
The calculated turbine performance changes that result from the
hardware measurements are as follows:
Efficiency Change (points)
High-Pressure Low-Pressure
Turbine Turbine
Station 5
Flow
Parameter
Change (%)
First-Stage Blade to Outer Air Seal:
~Gap = 0.026 inch -0.98 0 +0.57
Second-Stage Blade Knife Edge:
~Gap = 0.002 inch -0.04 -0.02 0
Second-Stage Vane ID Twist:
~Gap = 0.0022 inch -0.13 0 +0.04
Second-Stage Outer Air Seal Grooves:
~Gap = 0.025 inch -0.50 -0.20 0
Total -1.65 -0.22 +0.61
These efficiency and flow parameter changes are used in a performance
evaluation (based on hardware inspection), and the results are
presented in Section 5.5.
5.3.4 Comparison with Prior Test
Power load-induced turbine clearance closures measured during this pro-
gram showed good agreement with the comparable closures measured during
the Simulated Aerodynamic Loads Test program (Reference 6). Figure 5-21
compares the clearance closures at the four probes as measured in both
programs. Note that clearance closure is plotted as a function of
low-pressure rotor speed since it is more representative of thrust.
Wear patterns observed after disassembly of the turbines used in the
two test programs also show similarity. Both engines showed the
predominant rub in the first-stage outer air seal in the lower right
quadrant with a kiss in the lower left quadrant (see Figure 5-22).
In the second-stage high-pressure turbine outer air seal, a 360-degree
rub occurred on both lands on the flight test engine while the rub was
limited to 270 degrees on th simulated flight test engine (see Figure
5-23).
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Figure 5-21 Comparison of Flight Loads Test Data with Simulated
Aerodynamic Loads Test Data - The comparison of comparable
closure data shows good agreement •
• Proximity probe locations
A. Simulated Aerodynamic Loads Test
Engine P-662211
B. Flight Loads Test
Engi ne P-662204
Fi gure 5-22 Compari son of Teardown Wear Patterns in the Fi rst-Stage
Hi gh-Pressure Turbine Outer Air Seal s (Rear View) - Both
engines incurred rubs in the lower right quadrant.
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Front land Rear land Front land Rear land
A. Simulated Aerodynamic Loads Test
Engi ne P-6622ll
B. Flight Loads Test
Engine P-662204
Fi gure 5-23 Compari son of Teardown Wear Patterns in the Second-Stage
High-Pressure Turbine Outer Air Seals (Rear View) - The
flight test engine incurred a full 360-degree rub while
the rub was limited to 270 degrees on the simulated loads
test engine.
A comparison of the high-pressure turbine blade tip/knife edge wear for
the Flight Loads Test engine, P-662204, and the Simulated Aerodynamic
Loads Test engine, P-662211, is given in the tabulation below.
Item
First-Stage Blade Tip Wear
First-Stage Outer Air Seal Wear
First-Stage Blade Build Clearance
(Blueprint = 0.073 + 0.006 inch
Second-Stage Blade Knife Edge Wear
Second-Stage Outer Air Seal Rub
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Simulated
Aerodynamic
Test Engine
Value (inch)
0.010
0.002
0.073
0.004
0.036
Fl i ght
Test Engine
Value (inch)
0.022
0.004
0.066
0.002
0.025
5.4 DYNAMIC LOADS EVALUATION
During flight, the engine is subjected to three types of loads. Normal
flight at constant thrust, altitude, and heading subjects the engine to
steady state loads. Duri ng a thrust change or controlled maneuver,
quasi-steady state (slowly changing) loads are imposed on the engine.
Dynamic loads on the engine result during a sudden inertia load such as
that caused by a significant vertical gust or a hard landing. The
effects of such dynami c 1oadi ng on the JT9D engi ne were i nvesti gated
duri ng an ana1yti cal study conducted as part of the thi rd phase of the
Engi ne Di agnosti cs Program. The results of thi s study, presented in
Reference 5, included a prediction that an insignificant level of
JT9D-7 engi ne performance deteri orati on \'/ou1d occur as a result of a
vertical gust encounter. The hard landing case was more complex, and a
fi rm quanti tative estimate of the extent of rub damage cou1 d not be
analytically determined. Therefore, the hard landing case was added to
thi s Fli ght Loads Te st program to experimentally measure the effect of
a hard landing on fan and high-pressure turbine running clearances and
engi ne perfonnance.
The hard landing was conducted at the end of the fourth test flight at
an estimated si nk rate of 5 feet/second, whi ch is about doub1 e the
nonna1 sink rate, and an airplane gross weight of 690,000 pounds. Both
approach power level and ai rp1ane angle of attack were greater than
nonnal due to the high gross weight. Hence, the resulting aerodynamic
plus thrust load-induced fan clearance closure was much greater than
nonnal for the 1andi ng approach. At touch down, fan clearance closed
an additional 0.015 inch, then opened when the engines were throttled
back pri or to thrust reversal (see Fi gure 5-24). The ti ghtest fan
clearance was equal to that at maximum gross wei ght take-off. There
were no sharp changes in laser-monitored fan blade tip clearance at the
time of touch down. Nei ther were there any marks in the fan rub stri p
to indicate sudden impact with the fan blades.
High-pressure turbine laser measured running clearance, as shown in
Figure 5-25, also indicated no sudden clearance closure at touch down.
High-pressure turbine running clearance (see Figure 5-25) indicated no
additional clearance closure at touch down. The net result was that
the hi gh si nk rate 1andi ng had small effec t on fan cl earance and no
effect on turbine clearance. The combined result of aerodynamic forces
and impact force would be even less in a high sink rate landing of a
revenue service airplane where landing gross \'/eights would not exceed
600,000 pounds.
5i nce the measured clearance closures were small and Boeing-measured
loads were small, no further dynamic analyses were conducted.
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Figure 5-24 Effect of a Hard Landing on Fan Clearance - The landing at
a 5 feet/second si nk rate and 690,OOO-pound gross wei ght
had only a small effect on clearance in the fan of the
position number 3 engine.
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Figure 5-25 Effect of a ·Hard Landing on High-Pressure Turbine
Cl earance - The 1andi ng at a 5 feet/second si nk rate and
690,OOO-pound gross wei ght had no effect on clearance in
the high-pressure turbine of the position number 3 engine.
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5.5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS RESULTS
The loss in engi ne perfonnance was· a 0.75 percent increase in thrust
specific fuel consumption (TSFC) between the preflight-test base-line
calibration and the postflight-test calibrations. This loss was
primarily due to a decrease in high-pressure turbine efficiency with
sma11 er losses in the fan effi ci ency and flow capaci ty. The
performance deterioration appears to have occurred prior to the
preflight-test installed calibration.
5.5.1 Summary of Performance Analysi s
The test stand calibrations and the installed static calibrations of
the engine are summarized in Table S-V. The preflight-test calibration
was run in June, 1980 in the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft test facility in
Middletown, Connecticut, and the first installed calibration was run on
October 3, 1980 at Boeing Field, Washington. After this calibration
was run, it was learned that ai r was inadvertently bei ng bled from the
engine so that these data were of no use in deterioration analyses.
A successful initial installed calibration (1-2) was run at Glasgow,
Montana following the ferry flight to that facility. The second
calibration followed the acceptance test fli ght. The third calibration
followed the thi rd test fl i ght whi ch i ncl uded a 647,000-pound take-off
wi th 10-degree fl aps and hi gh-G avoi dance turns. The fourth
calibration followed the fifth test flight and the completion of the
NASA Fli ght Test program. The fifth installed calibration was run at
the comp1eti on of the compani on fl i ght test program to i denti fy any
additional performance loss and provide a better comparison with the
post-test uninstalled calibrations. The aircraft was then ferried back
to Boeing Field for engine removal in November, 1980. Postflight-test
calibrations were made in Middletown in January, 1981. Calibration A
was run with the engine as-received, while calibration B was run after
an engine vane control (EVC) check and washing of the fan blades.
A summary of the test stand and installed calibration data (Figure
5-26) shows that most of the performance deteri orati on occurred between
the preflight test-stand calibration and installed ground calibration
1-2. A S·C increase in turbine exhaust gas temperature (EGT, TTl) at
constant engi ne pressure rati 0 (EPR) is i ndi cated for cal i brati on 1-2
and for all the other installed cali brati ons, wi thi n experimental
accuracy. The postflight test-stand calibrations agree with the
install ed data wi thi n about l·C. Note that the test stand data were
adjusted for the change from the test stand environment and hardware to
the outdoor nacelle installation, based on previously established
indoor/outdoor corrections.
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TABLE 5-V
ENGINE TEST AND CALIBRATION SEQUENCE
Calibra-
tion No. Type of Test Location Date
Preliminary Uninstalled Mi ddl etown, Con n. 06-24-80
Ca 1i brati on P-2 Test Stand
..
1-1 Installed Calibration (Voided Boei ng Fi el d 10-03-80
due to inadvertent engine bleeds)
Functional Fli ght wi th Reduced Seattle, Wash. 10-03-80
Power on Test Engine
Ferry Flight with Reduced Power Seattle to 10-06-80
on Test Engi ne Glasgow, Mont.
1-2 Installed Calibration Glasgow, Mont. 10-10-80
First Test Fli ght Glasgow, Mont. 10-11-80
(Acceptance Te st)
2 Installed Calibration Glasgow, Mont. 10-11-80
Second Test Flight Gl asgow, Mont. 10-19-80
Thi rd Test Fl i ght Glasgow, Mont. 10-20-80
3 Installed Calibration Gl asgow, Mont. 10-20-80
Fourth Test Fl i ght 61 asgow, Mont. 10-25-80
Fi fth Test Fl i gh t Glasgow, Mont. 10-25-80
4 Installed Calibration Gl asgow, Mont. 10-25-80
Remai ni ng JT9D-7R4 Fli ghts Gl asgow, Mont. 11-05 to
11-07-80
5 Final Installed Calibration Glasgow, Mont. 11-07-80
A Po stfl i ght- Test Uni nstall ed Middletown, Conn. 01-09-81
As-Received Calibration P-5 Test Stand
B Postflight-Test Uninstalled Middletown, Conn. 01-12-81
Calibration after Vane Trim P-5 Test Stand
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calibrations
Fi gure 5-26 Summa ry of Engi ne Cal i brati on Resu1 ts - Most of the
perfonnance deteri orati on occurred between the prefli ght
test stand calibration and the first installed ground
calibration (1-2).
A fuel flow (Wf) increase at constant EPR of about 2.2 percent is
indicated between the pref1i ght test-stand calibration and installed
calibration 1-2. That same fuel flow increase is apparent for all of
the installed calibrations, within experimental accuracy, but a 1.1
percent decrease is indicated for the postflight test-stand calibration
re1ati ve to the i nsta11 ed data. Thi s 1.1 pe rcent i s attri buted to
instrumentation differences between the test stand and the airplane.
Because of space consi derati ons, the test stand flow meters were not
included in the airplane installation. It is concluded that only 1.1
percent of the fuel flow increase noted during the installed
cal i brati ons is due to engi ne deteri orati on.
The fuel flow and exhaust gas temperature data both indicate that most
of the engi ne deteri orati on occurred between the pref1 i ght test-stand
calibration and installed calibration 1-2. During this interval,
calibration 1-1 (bleed open) and two reduced take-off power flights
were made.
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5.5.2 Preflight-Test and Postflight-Test Calibration Results
5.5.2.1 Deterioration by Module
A compari son of the postfl i ght-test sea 1evel cal i brati ons wi th the
preflight-test base-line calibration shows a deterioration of 0.75
percent in thrust specifi c fuel consumpti on at 46,000 pounds thrust
(Figure 5-27). Engine data indicated a loss in overall turbine
efficiency of 0.4 percentage point (Figure 5-28) which is equivalent to
a 0.9 percentage point loss in high-pressure turbine efficiency when no
loss is assumed for the low-pressure turbi ne; 0.1 percent increase in
hi gh-pressure turbi ne flow parameter (Fi gure 5-29); and a 0.3 percent
loss in fan flow capacity (Figure 5-30). Changes in gas generator
characteristics of the engine at high power are listed on Table 5-VI
along with the estimated impacts of module deterioration on those
characteristics. Only high-pressure turbine and fan deterioration were
considered, since these were the only gas-path modules that were
refurbi shed pri or to thi s program. The other modules were hi gh-time
uni ts and were 1ess sensi ti ve to rub-i nduced perfonnance
deterioration. Best agreement between the estimated gas generator
changes and the measured changes was achi eved wi th the 0.9 percentage
point loss in high-pressure turbine efficiency, 0.1 percent increase in
high-pressure turbine flow parameter, and 0.3 percent loss in fan flow
capacity noted above combined with a 0.4 point loss in fan efficiency.
Th us, the measured modul e changes, where avai 1ab1e, and those imp1i ed
by gas generator shifts are in agreement.
High-pressure turbine deterioration was responsible for most (0.5
percent) of the loss in thrust specific fuel consumption while the fan
impact on thrust specific fuel consumption was smaller (0.25 percent),
whi ch is consi stent wi th resul ts of previ ous test programs as i ndi cated
in Section 5.6.2.2 below.
5.5.2.2 Comparison wi th Earlier Results
The compari son in Table 5-VII shows that duri ng thi s program only about
half of the deterioration of thrust specific fuel consumption occurred
that was experienced in earlier programs. Only the fan and high-
pressure turbi ne were refurbi shed pri or to thi s Fli ght Loads Test
program, whereas all modules were refurbished for the Simulated
Aerodynami c Loads Test and the Short-Tenn Perfonnance Deteri orati on
(P-695743) Test. Si nce the low-pressure compressor, hi gh-pressure
compressor, and low-pressure turbine were not refurbished from their
deteri orated state for thi s Fli ght Loads Test program, no further
deteri orati on is attri buted to these modul es. The deteri orati on
attri buted to the fan and hi gh-pressure turbi ne is approximately the
same as in previous test programs.
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o Postflight test cal. A
+2 0 Postflight test cal Bafter fan wash & EVC check
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Change in
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Fi gure 5-27 Overall Perfonnance Deteri orati on at Sea Level from
Preflight Test-Stand Base-Line Calibration to Postflight
Test-Stand Calibrations - The data indicate a thrust
specific fuel consumption loss of 0.75 percent at a thrust
level of 46,000 pounds.
1.46
____ l
0.4%
1.40 1.42 1.44
Engine pressure ratio
1.38
o Postflight test cal. A
o Postflight test cal. Baftlr fan wash & EVC chick
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overall
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efficiency
relative
to preflight - 1
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rv%
Figure 5-28 Turbine Efficiency Loss from Preflight Test-Stand
Base-Line Calibration to Postflight Test-Stand
Calibrations - The data indicate an overall turbine
effi ci ency loss of 0.4 percentage poi nt at an eng; ne
pressure rat; 0 of 1.46.
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Figure 5-29 Hi gh-Pressure Turbine Flow Parameter Change from Prefl i ght
Test-Stand Base-Line to Postflight Test-Stand Calibrations
- The data indicate a high-pressure turbine flow parameter
increase of 0.1 percent at an engine pressure ratio of
1.46.
+1
o Postflieht test cal. A
<> Postflieht test cal B after fan wash & EVC check
Change in fan 1
flow capacity 0 - ()""--o---:o-- - <> - - -
relative to 0 0 ~
preflight l
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-2L-- ---I -J. _
3100 3200 3300
Corrected low-pressure rotor speed, rpm
Figure 5-30 Fan Flow Capacity Loss from Preflight Test-Stand Base-Line
to Postfli ght Test-Stand Calibrations - The data indicate
a .fan flow capaci ty loss of 0.3 percent at a corrected
low-pressure rotor speed of 3320 rpm.
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TABLE 5-VI
COMPARISON OF MEASURED PARAMETER SHIFTS
WI TH SH IFTS DERIVED FROM MODULE CHANGES
Estimated Modu1 e Characteri sti c Changes
Measured High-Pressure Turbine Fan Tota 1
Parameter Flow Flow Parameter
Shifts Efficiency Parameter Capacity Efficiency Shift
Parameter (% or -F) -0.9% +0.1% -0.3% -0.4% (% or OF)
Correspondi n9 Parameter Shifts (% or OF)
TSFC @ FN=46000 * +0.75 +0.5 0 -0.05 +0.3 +0.75
PS4/PTl @ EPR=1.46 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0 a -0.3
PT3/PT2 @ EPR=1.46 +1.2 +1.2 0 +0.5 -0.3 +1.5
PT2.4/PT2 @ EPR=1.46 +0.2 a 0 -0.1 a -0.1
TT7 @ EPR=1.46 +10-F +ll eF a _3 eF +2 eF +lOeF
FN @ EPR=1.46 +0.4 +0 .1 0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2·
\tIf @ EPR=1.46 +1.1 +0.6 0 -0.2 +0.2 +0.6
N1 @ EPR=1.46 +0.1 0 0 +0.2 -0.2 0
N2 @ EPR=1.46 +0.3 +0.2 0 0 0 +0.2
WA Fan @ N1C=3320 +0.3 0 0 -0.3 a -0.3
LPC Opr. Line +2.1 +1.4 +0.1 +0.5 -0.2 +1.8
Fan 0pr. Line +0.2 0 0 0 a 0
* at sea level conditions.
TABLE 5-VII
COMPARISON OF FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM MODULE DETERIORAT ION
WITH PREVIOUS PROGRAM RESULTS
Historical In-Service Simu1 ated
Data Engine P&WA Testing Aero Flight
Ana1ysi s Ana1ysi s of P-695743 Loads Test of
Module (149 Cycles) (150 Cycles) (141 Cycles) Test P-662204
Change in TSFC (%) at Sea Leve 1 Stati c Take-off Thrust
Fan +0.1 +0.2 +0.1 +0.2 +0.2
Low-Pressure Compressor +0.2 +0.4 +0.4 +0.3
High-Pressure Compressor +0.3 +0.2 +0.3 +0.2
Hi gh-Pressure Turbi ne +0.4 +0.4 +0.6 +0.5 +0.5
Low-Pressure Turbine +0.5 +0.1 +0. 1 +0.1
-
Total +1.5 +1.3 +1.5 +1.3 +0.7
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5.5.3 Installed Engine Ground Test Results
Comparison of the five installed ground calibrations shows no
measurable evidence of engine deterioration. Table 5-VIII indicates
that measured fuel flow did not increase after calibration 1-2 and
instead shows a small (0.3 percent) decrease for some calibrations.
Thi s decrease along wi th the changes in turbi ne exhaust temperature
after calibration 1-2 are attributed to the nonrepeatability of data.
Calibration 1-1 is not shown, since the inadvertent air bleed during
that cali brati on had a si gni fi cant impact on engi ne performance and
made those data useless for deterioration evaluation.
TABLE 5-VII I
COMPARISON OF INSTALLED GROUND CALIBRATION PERFORMANCE CHANGES
AT ENGINE PRESSURE RATIO = 1.46
Change in
Cal i bra- Fuel Flow EXhaust Gas
tion No. Time Peri od (%) Temp. (·C)
1-2 After Functional Check Base-Li ne Base-Li ne
and Ferry Flights
2 After Typical Acceptance 0 -2.5
Fli ght
3 After Second and Third -0.3 -1.5
Test F1 i ghts
4 After Fourth and Fifth -0.3 0
Test F1i ghts
5 After JT9D-7R4 Program -0.1 +1
Comp1 eti 0 n
In-flight calibrations were not planned for this program, but
calibrations were made at an altitude of 15,000 feet at Mach 0.45 in
conjuncti on wi th the JT9D-7R4 program duri ng two fl i ghts. Those
calibrations, like the ground calibrations, indicated no engine
performance deteri orati on duri ng f1 i ght testi ng.
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SECT ION 6. a
MODEL REFINEMENTS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
An assessment of the performance deteri orati on resulting from rubs due
to flight loads was accomplished using the structural model developed
as part of the Simulated Aerodynamic Loads Test program. The basis for
the structural model is the NASTRAN finite element model of the JT9D-7,
as described in Reference 6 and Section 4.1 of this document.
Base-line engine axisymmetric clearances, which include the combined
effects of average case thermal growth and rotor centrifugal /therma1
growth, are input into the NASTRAN model as a function of f1 i ght
condition and power setting. The NASTRAN model predicts the
deflections due to the input flight loads and, when these are combined
with the base-1 ine axi symmetri c clearances and abradabil ity factors,
computes depth and location of rubs at each f1 i ght condition/power
setting. A final step involves use of influence coefficients, which
relate tip clearance changes to engine performance, to compute
performance losses due to rubs.
6.2 ANALYTICAL STRUCTURAL MODEL REV ISIONS AND REASSESSMENT OF FLIGHT
LOADS
The following changes were made in the structural model analysis,
relative to that performed following the Simulated Aerodynamic loads
Test program:
o Input loads were updated based on actual loads computed from
static pressure measurements during flight loads testing. The
loads obtained from flight loads testing were higher than the
estimated loads used previously.
o Base-line axisymmetric clearances were revised for the
high-pressure turbine to reflect more rapid case thermal
response than had previously been estimated. Thi s new
information was a direct result of proximity probe clearance
measurements obtained during flight loads testing.
o load exceedance factors, whi ch represent the degree by whi ch
first-flight load levels are exceeded as a function of number of
flights, were revised by Boeing as follows:
o Initial predelivery (acceptance test) rub-induced
performance loss is based on loads which correspond to a
550,OOO-pound gross weight full-power take-off with
la-degree flaps followed by the acceptance test flight
profile and maneuvers.
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o Additional rub-induced deterioration during early revenue
service was based on the assumption that the rubs resulting
from heavy gross weight (780,000 pounds with 10-degree
flaps) full-power take-off and climb would occur in the
first 50 revenue flights.
o Longer term rub-induced deterioration is now assumed to be
caused by random incidences of gust, avoidance maneuver,
and stall-induced clearance closures occurring during high
power operation such as at cl imb and cruise conditions.
The load exceedance factor curves previously provided by
Boeing present the statistical probabil ity of load level s
corresponding to these random occurrences, as a function of
number of flights. Thus, the additional clearance closures
induced during these occurrences were applied to the climb
and cruise conditions using the exceedance curves provided
by Boeing. The resulting rubs were used to establish the
long-term rub-induced performance deterioration.
o Tip clearance influence coefficients on engine performance were
updated to reflect results of the latest in-house testi ng and
analysis of the JT9D components.
It should be noted that the NASTRAN-based structural analysis does not
account for rubs induced by thermal mismatch during power transients or
as a result of local temperature gradients in turbine cases. In the
case of the high-pressure turbine, these effects have been simulated in
the analysis through modification of the base-line clearance since the
proximity probe test data permits quantification of the base-line
clearance. For the low-pressure turbine, these effects are as yet
unaccounted for in the structural analysis. However, since the module
and engine performance deterioration model s reflect a variety of data
sources, the models reflect these losses.
6.3 REVISED PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION MODELS
Eng ine and modu 1e performance deteri orat ion models were deve loped and
refined as new data became available from the various tasks under the
JT9D Engine Diagnostics Program. These models relate the engine
performance losses (increases in thrust specific fuel consumption and
exhaust gas temperature) since new-engine condition as well as module
performance losses (efficiency and flow capacity) to engine flight
cycles from first flight through 3000 flights. All of the models
assume no engine repair. All of the known contributors to performance
loss are included in the deterioration models. These contributors are:
1) clearance increases resulting from rubs due to flight loads, thrust
bending loads, and centri fuga l/thermal effects; 2) changes in airfoi 1
geometry, blade-to-seal clearance increases, and surface roughness
changes resulting from erosion; and 3) thermal distortion of hot
section parts.
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The eng1ne and module performance deter10rat10n mOdels were
progresslVely updated and ref1ned dur1ng earl1er phases of the JT9D
Englne D1 agnost1 cs Program dS new ddta becdlTle ava1 "lab1e. The most
recent rev1sions of the mOdels were completed following the Fl1ght
Loads Test program and are referred to as If1nal" models.
A compar1son of these models w1th earl1er data used dur1ng the
development and ref1nement process (References 1, 2, and 6) as well as
module contr1 but10ns to performance loss by damage mechanisms are shown
on flgures presented "later, start1ng 1n Sect10n 6.3.4. F1nally, the
f1na'l model 1S adjusted to altitude fl1ght cond1tions and compared to
in-fl1 ght englne COndit10n mOnltori ng data.
6.3.1 Appl1cation of Fl1ght Loads Test Results to Detenoration Models
Module performance deten oration results from the F11ght Loads Test
were obta1ned from the average of two approaChes. The first approach
(test data analys1s) involved calculat10n of module Changes through
ana1ys1s of actual eng1ne data obta1ned on the test stand and has been
prev1 ous ly discussed 1n Section 5.5. The second approach (teardown
analys1s) cons1sted of compar1ng measured clearance and thermal
distortion changes, follow1ng the comp'letion of test1ng, w1th measured
bU1 Id clearances. The measured phys1ca1 changes were then converted to
eff1c1ency and flow capacity changes for each module. The results of
the two approaches were then dveraged.
In order to obta1n the first-flight module losses for the models, the
fan and h1 gh-pressure turb1 ne modul e los s 1evel s were further adjusted
to remove addlt10nal losses Wh1Ch were encountered as a result of
test1ng Wh1Ch was not representatlVe of the flrst-f1ight (acceptance
test) prof11e.
6.3.2 Compar1son of Fl1ght Loads Eng1ne Test Results W1th Teardown
Resu'lts
Slnce the test eng1ne was not subjected to the typ1ca1 Pratt & Wh1tney
AircratOt JT9D-7A productlOn IIgreen run", teardown clearance changes
were compared to build clearances, rather than clearances after the
green run. These clearance Changes must be adjusted to remove the
effect of green-run wear so that the results from the F11ght Loads Test
program Cdn be 1ncorporated 1nto the performance deter10rat10n model s,
Wh1Ch ut11lZe green run performance losses as a base llne. Typical
product10n green run modul elosses for the JT9D-7A have been documented
prev10usly 1n Reference 3, IIShort-Term Performance Deter10ration 1n
JT9D-7A(SP) Eng1ne P-695743". S1nce only the fan and h1gh-pressure
turbine were bU1lt and torn down analyt1cally and all other modules 1n
the test englne had varying levels of detenoration prior to flight
loads testing, only the fan and h1gh-pressure turbine modules can be
compared 1n th1S manner. Aho, the first-stage h1gh-pressure turb1ne
build clearance was 0.008 1nch t1ghter than the normal production
clearance (0.066 1nch versus 0.074 1nch nom1nal), so that the est1mated
green run damage for th1S module must be 1ncreased from that typ1ca1ly
encountered dur1ng product10n runn1ng to account for the t1ghter build
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of the fllght test englne. Tab'le 6-1 shows thlS adjustment process
WhlCh results in reductlons 1 n efficlency loss and flow capacity
lncrease for thls turblne moaule from teardown analysls levels. Fan
losses are unaajusted, since typically there is no green run damage in
the fan modu 1e.
TJ1BLE 6-1
REDUCTION OF TEAADOWN LOSSES BY ESTIML\TED PRODUCT ION RU N DAML\GE
Losses per Estlmated
Teardown Productlon Adjusted
Analysls Run Damage Losses
Change 1 n:
Fan Efflciency (polnts) -0.59 -0.59
Fan F'low Capaclty (%) -0.77 -0.77
Hlgh-Pressure Turbine
Efflciency (polnts) -1.65 -0.52* -1. 13
Hlgh-Pressure Turblne
Flow Capaclty (%) +0.61 +0.27* +0.34
* Estlmated O. 013-i nch Rub
Table 6-11 compares the adjusted module losses derived from the
teardown analysls with the mOdule losses from the test aata analysls.
In general, the results are slmllar, but the teardown analysis shows
someWhat hlgner fan losses. Reasons for the differences are uncertaln
but may be related to the lnstrumentatlon or associated with
Ilmltatlons of the deslgn system techniques to accurately analyze
tearaown losses. The method selected to reso"lve tne differences was to
average the two resu"lts as shown in the last column of Table 6-II.
TABLE 6-II
MODULE LOSSES AS AVERAGE OF TEARDOWN RESULTS AND TEST DATA ANALYSIS
Teardown Resu'lts
Adjuste d for Module Loss
Pro duct 1on Ru n by Test Data Module Loss
Damage Analysls as Average
Change 1 n:
Fan Efflclency (points) -0.59 -0.4 -0.5
Fdn Flow Capaclty (%) -0.77 -0.3 -0.5
Hl gh-Pre ssure Turol ne
EfflCl ency (pOl nts) -1. B -0.9 -1.0
Hl gh-Pressure Turblne
Flow Capaclty (%) +0.34 +0.\ +0.2
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6.3.3 Adju5tment of Fl1ght Loads Resuas to Represent the First FJ1ght
A f1na1 adjustment 5tep is required to obtain first (acceptance) fl1ght
modul e 'losses. Th1 s adjustment 1nvo1ves remOV1 ng those port1ons of the
module losses which resulted from test1ng that was not representative
of the acceptance test f11ght prof11e, load levels, or eng1ne
operation. In the case of the fan, measured increase 1n fan clearance
over and above that wh1 ch was 1ncurred on the 538,000-pound gross
we1 ght take-off wi th 10-degree f1 aps (typica'i acceptance test
conflguration and fl1ght prof11e) was obtained. This clearance
1ncrease resu"lted from operation at heavier gross weight, dunng
w1nd-up turns, and dur1ng a hard "land1ng and resulted in a cumulative
1ncrease 1n fan clearance of about 0.009 lnch. The 1ncreased fan
clearance was converted 1nto el\u1va1ent eff1ciency and flow capacity,
and the results 1n adjusted fan loss levels are shown 1n Table 6-111.
TABLE 6-II I
FAN LOSSES ADJUSTED TO REMOVE DAMAGE BE YOND F1RST FLIGHT
Fan Losses;
Average of Tear- Port 10n due to Fan Losses due
down &Test Data Add1t10nal Rub to First Flight
Change 1 n:
Fan Eff1ciency (po1nts)
Fan Flow Capac1ty (%)
-u .5
-0.5
-0.09
-0.12
-0.41
-0.38
A f1nal adjustment step 1s also required for the h1gh-pressure
turbine. Ana1ys1s of f11ght test data (Sect10n 5.5) and prox1mlty
probe data shows that first-stage h1gh-pressure turbine rub occurred
dur1ng ground cal1Drat10ns pr10r to actual fl1ght testing, and the rub
Wh1Ch occurred on the ground was sufficiently 1arge that no addit10na1
turD1ne rub or deter10ratlOn occurred dunng the flight test. Th1S
turb1ne rub was a result of ground operation at take-off power for an
extended t1me per10d (25 ffilnutes) w1th the cU5tomer bleeds
1nadvertently open, which caused a therma1/centrlfuga1 high-pressure
turD1ne "p1nch" and rub. Such operat10n 1S not representat1ve of
acceptance test1ng, where ground operat10n 1s conducted only to Check
out systems and tr1m the englne. Usi ng . first-stage hi gh-pressure
turb1ne bU11d and teardown clearances plus prOximity probe mimmum
measured clearance dur1ng the typical acceptance test fl1ght, 1t is
possible to estimate the turbine tip rub that would have occurred for a
nom1nal DU11d-clearance turb1ne w1th no ground run damage pr10r to
f'l ight test.
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Th1S est1mated fwst-stage tur01ne rub for a nom1nal bU11d-clearance
turbine module 1S 0.004 1nch and 1S 1n good agreement w1th the NASTRAN
analys1s resu"lts. Table 6-IV compares the h1gh-pressure turb1ne losses
from the fl1ght test program (average of the two approaches) w1th the
f1rst-fl1ghtlosses pre01cteO, as d1scussed above, for a nomwal
bU1ld-clearance turbine module.
TABLE 6-IV
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE LOSSES ADJUSTED TO REMOVE
GROUND RUN DAMAGE PRIOR TO FIRST FLIGHT
Change 1n:
H1gh-Pressure Turb1ne
Efficiency (po1nts)
H1gh-Pressure Turb1ne
Flow Capac1ty (%)
Turblne Losses;
Average of Tear-
down & Test Data
-1.0
+0.2
Pred1cted Turblne
Losses due to
First Flight
-0.55
6.3.4 Updat1ng of Deter10ration Models
After the module losses from the two approaches (eng1ne test versus
eng1ne teardown) have been averaged and adjusted to remove 'Iosses that
were not representative of f1rst flight, the remalO1ng module losses
can be added to the module deter10rat10n models. As prevlously
mentl0ned, thl s procedure can be used only for the fan ana
h1gh-pressure tur01ne, Oecause there were no Ouilo or teardown
measurements for the other modules. These other modules were h1gh time
parts before the test, and ana1ys1 s of the engwe test data shOWS that
no addlt10nal losses occurred 1n those modules as a result of f11ght
loads test1ny. AcCOrd1ngly, module losses for the 10w- and
h1gh-pressure compressors and the low-pressure turbine remain as
prev10usly def1ned follow1ng the Simulated Aerodynam1c Loads Test. As
pointed out 1n Sect10n 5.2.4, the good agreement between measured fan
clearance closures 1n the Fl1ght Loads Test wlth those of the Slmu'lated
Aerodynam1c Loads Test conf inns thi s appro ach.
F1gures 6-1 through 6-5 present the results of the flight loads
analys is, together wlth the h1 stor1 cal data module losses, and the
module losses from JT9D-7A prerepair and Plug-In Conso'le (PIC) data.
The final model resulting from application of F11ght Loads Test results
1S shown as a dashed ·11ne. The effects of predel1Very aHplane
acceptance test1ng by the a1rplane manufacturer are 1dent1fied.
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Results of the final model, in terms of sea level take-off thrust
specific fuel consumption loss by module and major cause, are shown in
Figure 6-6. The losses due to clearance increases resulting from rubs
is derived primarily from the NASTRAN analysis results. However, as
previously mentioned, the NASTRAN analysis does not currently account
for losses due to power transient-induced rubs or for rubs caused by
local temperature gradients in the turbine cases. For this reason,
total engine thrust specific fuel consumption increases due to rubs,
shown in Figure 6-6, are greater for increased flight cycles than the
NASTRAN analysis indicates. Previous work under the JT9D Engine
Diagnostics Program, documented in References 1 and 2, identified
losses due to thermal distortion and erosion. Total first-flight
thrust specific fuel consumption loss is 1.15 percent, while the 1000
and 2000 flight loss levels are 2.9 and 3.8 percent, respectively.
Figure 6-7 shows total engine thrust specific fuel consumption loss at
take-off, in terms of major causes, versus flight cycles. Note that
the performance change on Figure 6-7 is normalized to the start of
revenue service.
6.3.5 Performance Deter10ration Model Ver1fication at Sea Level
Thrust spec1fic fuel consumption loss predicted by the model at
taKe-off compared W1th actual measured thrust speclflc fuel consumptlon
data 1S shown 1n Figure 6-8. The model agrees well with the average of
the data source s. Note that the performance deten orat10n model
lncludes the effects of rubs, plus the effects of erOSlon and thermal
d1stortlOn.
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Fuel Consumpt1on Data, Relative to Production. (J26090-4)
Increases 1n exnaust gas temperature (EGT) pred1cted by the model is
compared to tne measured increases from tne var10US data sources 1n
F1gure 6-9. Tne model agrees well wltn tne average of the data
sources, altnough tne 1nlt1al exnaust gas temperature 1ncrease
pred1cted by tne model 1S somewnat greater tnan Plug-In Console data.
Botn the Slmulated Aerodynam1c Loads Test eng1ne and the F"light Loads
Test eng1ne data support tne n1gner level.
6.3.6 Measured In-FI ;gnt Deteri orat10n
To validate the model at cruise condit1ons, it is flrst necessary to
obta1 n actua 1 1n-fl1 ght average perfonnance measurements. The source
for th1S performance data was tne Eng1ne Cond1tion MOn1tonng (ECM)
data for tne 747SP/JT9D-7A(SP) fleet collected as part of the
1n-serV1ce engine pnase of tne JT9D Engine D1agnostics Program. First
1nstallat10n data for 28 of these eng1nes were analyzed, and tne
computer regress10n fits of the data are shown in F1gures 6-10 and
6-11. Percentage cnange 1n fuel flow and change 1n exnaust gas
temperature at constant engine pressure ratio, both relative to the
Fl1ght Manual base llne, are shown 1n the figures Wh1Ch include nearly
1400 pOlnts. Tne analyses of the data revealed a wide range of results
and slgn1f1cant var1abil1ty for 1nd1v1dual eng1nes. However, w1th th1s
quantity of data p'lotted and trend fitted, tne results w111 be
representative of tne average englne.
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6.3.7 Model Veriflcatlon at Crulse Conditlons
Module performance loss levels from the performance deterioration model
can be built into the engine computer simulation and "flown" at typical
cruise conditions. Changes in fuel flow and exhaust gas temperature at
constant engine pressure ratio can be evaluated and compared to engine
condition monitoring data trends, as shown on Figures 6-12 and 6-13.
The fuel flow trend, Figure 6-12, is good, except that the model shows
a smaller rate of increase beyond 1000 flight cycles. This variation
occurs because the model assesses a maximum loss level in the
high-pressure turbine, which is typical of a maximum prerepair level.
Since the measured data all represent initial installations, there is
no corresponding stabil ized 1evel. Compari son of exhaust gas
temperature increase for the model and the measured data, Figure 6-13,
is good. The in-fl ight data thus confirms the accuracy of the model
when applied to typical cruise flight conditions and power settings.
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It should be noted that 1n-fl1ght data can not accurately def1ne actual
loss of thrust speciflc fuel consumpt10n ~ecause of the lack of thrust
measurement. AI so, the llmlted number of measured parameters proV1 de
llttle 1nsight 1nto 1ndividual module contnbutions to performance
losses. To accurately model 1n-fl1ght thrust spec1f1c fuel consumpt10n
deter1oration, it 1S necessary to start with sea level test stand data
where both thrust and fue 1 flow are measured, as well as sufficient
parameters to make reasonable assessments of 1ndividual component
contn but10ns to deten orat1on. Deta11ed part assessment and loads
test1ng or structural slmulat10n are necessary to further establ1sh
deter10ration causes (such as clearance, eroslOn, etc.) by component.
The model can then be confirmed at sea 'level aga1nst a var1ety of test
data. The model then has suff1c1ent val1d1ty to be exercised at crU1se
cond1t10ns and compared w1th cru1se data. ThlS is the approach
establl shed 1n the JT9D Englne 01 agnost1 cs Program.
6.3.8 Cru1se versus Take-Off Performance Deter1oration
Thrust specif1c fuel consumption deten oration at crU1 se cond1tions
d1ffers from that evaluated at sea level 1n two slgnlficant ways.
F1rst, the eng1ne 15 generally less sens1tlVe to component loss at
crUlse COndlt10nS (less thrust specif1 c fue 1 consumption increase for
the same losses). Secondly, sea level thrust spec1fic fuel consumption
1S commonly compared with a product10n test base llne and, thus, does
not 1nclude acceptance testing losses.
The reduced SenSlt1Vlty of the eng1ne to component losses at crU1se
cond1tions can be demonstrated wlth the computer eng1ne simulation.
The reduced sensltivlty resu'lts from the fact that the ram pressure
ratio 1ncreases the effect1ve cycle pressure ratio at cruise and thus
makes the perfonnance less sensltive to the gas generator compression
rat10. Table 6-V shows typ1cal JT9D-7 computer slmulat10n results for
assumed l-polnt component effl c1encylosse s at sea level take-off and
crU1se Cond1t10ns. SenS1t1Vlty 1S unifonnly less at crU1se.
TABLE 6-V
COMPARISON OF MODULE SENSITIVITY AT CRUISE AND SEA LEVEL
EFFECT ON TSFC OF 1 POINT LOSS IN EFFICIENCY
Sea Level Stat1c
Take-Off Thrust
35,000 feet, Mach 0.84
85% MaX1mum Cru1se
Change 1n TSFC (%) at Constant Thrust
Fan +0.78 +0.5
Low-Pressure Compressor +0.35 +0.28
H1 gh-Pressure Compressor +0.54 +0.49
H1 gh-Pre ssure Turbi ne +0.62 +0.58
Low-Pressure Turb1ne +1.03 +0.77
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Reduced sensltlVity of the eng1ne to component losses at crU1se has
been demonstrated 1n the Pratt & Whitney A1rcraft alt1tude test
faC11lty tW111goos Turbine Laboratory). Figure 6-14 presents results
for d limlted number of engines, where both sea level and alt1tude
tests were perfonned. Some of the data represent product10n eng1ne
var1 at10ns and some are tests after cert ification. Compari son of
altltude with sea level thrust spec1f1c fuel consumpt1on 1ncrease
reveals a relationsh1p of about 0.75 to 1, that 1S, alt1tude thrust
spec1f1c fuel consumpt10n 1ncrease 1S about 75 percent of the sea level
1ncre ase.
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SECTION 7. U
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The performance deterlOrat10n analysis and deterlOrat1on prediction
model1 ng conducted 1n the earl1 er phases of the JT9D Eng1ne Oi agnost; cs
Program achieved the follow1ng:
o Established engine and module performance deterloration with usage;
o Oef1ned and quant1f1ed the three pr1mary causes of deterioration,
namely: rub-1nduced opening of running clearances, erosion of
airfo11s and seals, and tnermal d1stort1on of hot sectlOn a1rfo1ls;
o Established deterioration as pnmar1ly a flight cyc"lic phenomenon;
o Establ1sned the relat10n between sea level and cruise altitude
performance deter1 orat1 on; and
o Identified predelivery airplane acceptance test1ng as the per10d
of pr1nc1ple sea1-to-b1ade rub-1nduced performance deter10rat10n.
The Fl1ght Loads Test program, as tne f1nal pnase of the JT9D Eng1ne
D1agnostics Program, expanded our understand1ng of short-term
performance deter10ration and permltted a f1nal ref1nement of the
performance deter1 orat1o n mode 1. Spec1f1ca"11y, the program achi eved
the f 01lOW1 ng:
o Established the causes of aerodynam1~ loads and their magn1tude as
a funct10n of fl1 ght cond1tion;
o Verlf1ed tnat aerodynam1cloads are the pnmary cause of blade-to-
sea 1 rubs on the fan and, 1t 1S assumed, 1n the low-pressure
compressor;
o Established that the combination of flight load-induced and thrust
bend1 ng load-1nduced closures, When added to the therma 1 closure
effects, causes ru bs 1n the t urbi ne;
o Ver1f1ed that not-eng1ne deceleratlOn immediately followed by
acceleration 1S a potential cause of rubs in the high-pressure
turbwe and, nence, performance loss; and
o Prov1ded a final refinement of the JT9D performance deter1oration
pred1ct1on mOdel.
None of the flight conditions created any significant dynamic
V1brat1on-1nduced load cond1t10ns, furtner SUppOrt1 ng the prior
conclus10n that dynam1c loads do not contr1bute to performance
deter1 orat10 n.
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7. 1 RUB CAUSES
Clearance closures and the resu'lting rubs are caused by the sum of
power effects and fl1 ght load effects as shown on F1 gure 7-1. The
aX1symmetrlc c'losures are due to thermal and mechanical loads appl1ed
e1ther to the rotat1ng segments or un1formly around the stat1c
segments. The asymmetrl c c 'Iosures are due to nonsymmetr1 c mechanical
and therma 1 loads app'11ed to the stati c structure and not necessar11y
1n the plane of the closure.
The test resu"lts on the two fans validate prior results and confirm
that the aerodynam1c load at 11ft-off 1S the dom1nant fan closure
effect. When the aerodynamic load 1S comb1ned w1th the centr1fugal and
thrust backbone-bend1ng effect at take-off, maX1mum closure and rub 1S
caused 1n the lower inboard quadrant of the fan a 1r seal.
The 10-degree flap setting at take-off in the acceptance test flight
requ1red a greater rotat1onal angle than that for take-off with a
20-degree fl ap setti ng. Th1 s 1ncreased angl e of rotation resulted in
1ncreased fan closure and rub. Slmilarly, but to a lesser degree, fan
clearance closure at take-off 1ncreased wi th gros s we1 ght due to the
1ncreased speed at 11ft-off. Our1ng the maximum gross weight,
lO-degree f'lap sett1ng take-off (flight cond1t1on 118), the asymmetr1c
closures due to thrust and aerodynam1c load-1nduced case bending
exceeded 0.180 1 nch as shown on Fl gure 7-2A.
The fl1ght test program identified midclimb as the maX1mum clearance
closure cond1tlon ln the flrst-stage h1gh-pressure turb1ne dur1ng
normal revenue serV1ce. Olfferent1al thermal expansion of rotat1ng and
stat1 c components p Ius the sum of the aerodynam1c, centrl fuga l, and
thrust bend1ng effects comb1ned to close the running clearance with the
plnch occurr1ng three to four mlnutes lnto cllmo and located ln the
lower outboard 4uadrant, see Flgure 7-2B. Maxlmum closure occurs at
thls POlnt due to the s'low thermal expansion of the turbine dlSks WhlCh
contl nued to c lose down the running clearances after the aerodynamic
and thrust loads had peaked and started to decrease. Note that th1 s
Flight Loads Test was conducted using a JT90-7A engine lnstalled in a
747-200 nacelle; thus, the clearance closure values are not necessarily
representatlVe of those 1 n '1 ater englne models.
Slm1'1 ar maXlmum c'learance closures a'lso occurred in two other fli ght
condltions. The stall warn; ng with 3D-degree fl aps (condition 111),
whlCh lS part of the alrplane acceptance flight, involved an engine
deceleration followed a few minutes later by an acceleratlon wh11e the
alrplane was orlented at a relatlVely hlgh angle of attack. The
acceleratlon following the deceleratlon induced an axisymmetric
closure. The accelerat10n wlth a hlgh angle of attack lncreased the
aerodynamic load and caused asymmetrlc closure.
lUO
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Figure 7-1 Fan and High-Pressure Turbine Clearance Closures - Closures
in these components are caused by the sum of power effects
and flight load effects.
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F1gure 7-2 MaX1mum Clearance Closures - Max1mum closure in the fan
occurs dun ng maX1mum gross we1ght take-off (A) and in the
first-stage h1gh-pressure turbine dur1ng m1dcl1mb (B).
(J26090-2)
The h1gh-G turn slmulated aVOldance maneuver (cond1tlOn 116), which
lncluded hlgh power and hlgh angle of attack, caused a s1m1lar
comb1nat1on of h1gh aX1symmetr1c and asymmetrlc closures.
These three fl1ght cond1tlOns demonstrate that maX1mum clearance
closure 1n the h1gh-pressure turb1ne 1S caused by a comb1natlOn of
aX1symmetrlc closure, resultlng from elther extended h1gh power
operat1on or decelerat1on/acceleratlon operatlon, and asymmetrlc
closure due to a comb1natlOn of h1gh power and moderately hlgh angle of
attack.
The heavy gross we1ght, hard landing (condltlOn 124)
slgmflcant lndlcatlon of closure In the fan or
hlgh-pressure turblne runmng clearance.
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7.2 PERFORMt\NCE DETERIORATION
The ana'lysis of the measured clearance closure, perfonnance, bU11d
clearances, and measured rub data provlded the bas1s for the f1na1
ref1nement of the JT9D performance predict10n model, see F1gure 7-3.
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JT9D-7 Eng1 ne Perfonnance Deter10rat1on at Cru1 se
Predlcted performance Oeterloratlon lndicates a 2.1 percent
1ncrease 1n crU1se thrust spec1f1c fuel consumpt10n at 2000
revenue f'lights of an unrepa1red eng1ne. (J26216-21)
The current Boe1 ng 747 product10n a1rcraft acceptance test procedure,
assuming a nominal engine bUild, 1S est1mated to cause an init1al
1ncrease of' U.8 percent 1n eng1 ne cru1 se thrust spec1fi C fue 1
consumption prlor to a1rcraft delivery. Up to 0.2 percent addlt10na1
cruise thrust speclflc fuel consumption lncrease can be expected 1n the
flrst 50 revenue fl1ght cycles depen01ng on the airplane gross weight
1n that serV1ce. F1na1ly, ad01t10nal gust- and maneuver-1nduced
aerodynamic 10aOs can be expected to increase the rub-1nduced JT9D
perfonnance loss dur1ng revenue serVlce to 0.3 percent 1n 2000 flight
cycles.
It should be noted that all phases of the NASA JT9D Eng1ne D1agnostics
Program, 1nclud1ng 1n-serV1ce Oata gathering, spec1a1 tests, analysis,
and performance deter10rat10n mode'ling, ut11ized JT9D-7A enlnes. Thus,
the perfonnance deter10rat1on pred1ct10ns, conc1us10ns, and
recommendatlons apply to englne models with that level of technology.
Knowledge galned from th1 s program has been and 1s cont1nua11y bel ng
appl1ed to 1mprove the performance retention character1st1cs of later
mode 1 e n9 1ne s.
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SECTION 8.0
RECOI"1MENDAT IONS
In thlS section, the recommendatlons presented first are those derlved
from the results of the JT9D F"llght Loads Test program. These are then
followed by a revi ew and update of those recommendations presented
following the earller phases of the JT9D Englne Diagnostlcs Program,
see References 1 through 6.
8.1 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The new recommendatlons following the Fllght Loads Test are as follows:
o Investigate methods of structurally lntegrati ng the engine and
nacelle to reduce the asymmetric closure due to aerodynamlc and
thrust loads.
o Investlgate further the extent and cause of thennally-i nduced
closures 1n the hl gh-pressure turbi ne Wl th goa 1 of ml niml Zl ng
nonsymmetrlc closures.
o Continue development of gas-path clearance control systems and
abradabl e rub strl ps to provlde closer runnl ng clearances.
Prevlous studles In the JT9D Englne Dlagnostlcs Program have also
resu lted 1 n deSl gn crlterl a and recommendatlons Whl ch are repeated
here, where stlll appl1cable, for the sake of completeness:
o Develop lmprOVed erOSlOn reslstant coatlngs and materials for cold
sectlon alrfolls and rub strlps.
o Develop deslgns to reduce lngestion oferoslVe matenals lnto the
compressor section of the engine.
o Develop deslgns to reduce hot sectlon temperature profile Shlfts
and the resultant thermal dlstortlon of gas-path parts.
o Include clearance mOnltoring in the development testlng of new
eng 1nes.
o Improve maintenance procedures.
A complete dlScussion of these recommendations is presented ln Sectlon
8.2, and malntenance recommendatlons by engine modu"'e are dlscussed In
Sectlon 8.3.
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8.2 DETAILED RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the analysis of the historical data, Reference 1, the
Pan A11erican 747SP in-service engine data, Reference 2, and the Flight
Loads Test program provided the detailed information from which
recommendations can be made for specific design and development
actions. These recommendations are presented in thi s section and are
grouped accordi ng to the operations-related major causes of perfonnance
deterioration. These causes are rub-induced increases in blade-to-seal
runni ng clearances, forei gn object-induced erosion of airfoil sand
seals, and thermal distortion of turbine vanes.
8.2.1 Rub-Induced Blade and seal Wear
Rub-induced wear and the resulting opening of running clearance occurs
throughout the engine and is the primary cause of short-term engine
deterioration. Rub occurs in each stage when the sum of the clearance
closures caused by centrifugal force, thrust bending, differential
thermal expansion, and flight loads exceeds the build clearance of that
stage. The initial rub occurs during the take-off and climb phase of
the airpl ane production acceptance test. The resultant performance
loss is about 0.8 percent in cruise thrust specifi c fue 1 consumption
and is a function of initial build clearances. Slight further
perfonnance loss will occur in revenue service when fli ght conditions
cause slightly greater combinations of clearance closure.
This perfonnance loss and the initial build perfonnance can both be
improved upon if the total clearance closures under the various
critical flight conditions can be reduced.
The first recommendation is to investigate approaches to reduce the
case bendi ng-induced clearance closures throughout the engine through
structurally integrated designs. The present engine thrust mount
causes a bending moment in the cases which in turn causes a
nonsymmetric clearance closure in the fan and turbine. Similarly, the
aerodynamic flight load on the inlet is transmitted to the fan case,
causing bending moments and case deflections which are additive to the
thrust-i nduced deflection s. Integrated engi ne case/nacelle wrap
designs which stiffen the engine cases and provide alternate load paths
through the nacelle to the pylon should be evaluated.
From Figure 7-2 it may be noted that if the thrust- and aerodynamic-
induced closures can be halved, the fan and turbine running clearances
during revenue service can be significantly reduced.
The second recommendation is for an investigation of the extent and
cause of differential thermally-induced closures in the high-pressure
turbine. Axisymmetric plus nonsymmetric differential thennally-induced
closure appears to be the dominant closure effect in the high-pressure
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tur01ne (F1gure 7-2). Reduct10n 1n these closures w111 pennlt t1ghter
runm ng clearance, reduced case cool i ng-a ir requirements, and reduced
susceptabl1ity to turbine rotor rubs 1nduced by snap acceleratlOns.
The follow-on Additional Ground Test program will establish baslc
tranS1ent and steady state, symmetr1c and nonsymmetr1c closure
characteri stics ina JT9D-7R4 bare engine at sea level. Further
lnvest1gation as to the effects of case cool1ng, alt1tude operat1on,
and anc111ary equipment packaging around the turbine case is also
requlred. Th1s 1nvest1gat10n should 1nclude analyt1cal and
exper1mental evaluations of turbine case temperature in assembled
propuls10n systems early in development programs to el1minate possib"le
thenn ally-i nduced d1stort ion.
The th1rd recommendation 1S for continued ref1nement of turb1ne
clearance control systems and abradable rub str1p mater1als. Since the
aXisymmetr1c closure due to the cummulative effect of centr1fugal load
effects and d1fferent1a 1 expanslon can not be reduced to zero, an
advanced design case C0011ng system 1s required to match the running
clearances at each stage over the various flight cond1tions.
Slmilarly, the asymmetric closures due to mechanical loads and thennal
expans10n can not be pract1cany el1m1nated; thus, abradable rub seals
Should be developed to ensure localized seal wear rather than blade
wear which un1fonn"ly opens runn1ng clearances. Both of these efforts
are underway.
F1nally, relat1ve to fl1ght operations, the follow1ng recommendations
are made:
o Use a derated power take-off when conditions penn1t to reduce hot
section thennal d1stortlOn.
o M1n1m1ze h1gh power operation 1mmediately prior to start of
take-off to prevent the comb1nat10n of an increased thennal
expansion-1nduced closure and the maximum load-induced closures at
take-off, there by reducl ng the possi b1l1ty of turb1 ne ru b.
o Min1mize the poss1bil1ty of turbine rubs due to snap accelerations
W1 th a hot rotor and cool er case.
8.2.2 Perfonnance Loss Due to Eros10n
Eros1on 1 S the wear1 ng away of airfoi 1 and seal surfaces by the
1mp1 ngement of fore1 gn matter in the gas path and, thUS, occurs
pri marl "Iy dur1 ng ground and near-ground operation. The extent of
erosion damage 1s, therefore, a funct10n of the number of take-offs to
Wh1Ch the engine 1s subjected and the conditions at the airports
served. Eros10n reduces engine perfonnance 1n two ways. It blunts and
wears down airfo1ls, thereby reducing their perfonnance, and it wears
away blade ends and seal surfaces, resu"lt1ng in increased gas-path
clearances.
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The documented effects of erOS1on on compressor a i rfoi 1s and seals
supported the need to 1mprove the erosion resistance of these parts.
The posS1b1llty of rep"lac1ng rubber outer air sea"ls with a more erosion
reS1stant materi aI, such as nickel graphite, nickel-chrome, or s1ntered
metal materials, should be assessed. EroslOn res1stant coatings for
appl ication to compressor vanes have been developed, tested, and
approved, or are about to be approved, by Pratt & Whltney Aircraft for
the JT3D, JT8D, and JT9D engines. These coatings are particularly
effective in reduc1ng corrosion and dirt bU1ld-up and, during vane
refurbi shment, 1n recoveri ng the performance loss aSSOC1 ated wi th
roughness.
The selection and test1ng of candidate coatings for compressor blades
1S underway under the NASA Mater1als Technology (MATE) Program at Pratt
& Wh1tney A1rcraft. The program cal"ls for CYC11C endurance testing of
tltan1um, steel, and n1ckel alloy compressor blade coat1ngs, to be
completed 1n 1982. The potential improvement from coat1ngs and new
seal materlals 1S at least a 50 percent increase in the perfonnance
l1fe of these parts with a 100 percent 1ncrease or greater be1ng the
goa 1.
The control of the quantltY of erosive materl al that enters the
compressor through the use of passage shap1 ng 1s a possi b1 l1ty for
fore1gn object damage control; however, the SlZe of the particles that
cause the bul k of the erOS1on damage are estimated to be such that
passage shap1ng may have little effect. Boundary layer bleeds located
at poslt10ns where the erOSlVe mater1a 1 tends to concentrate have a
h1gh probabil1ty of success. These methods of erOS1ve mater1al control
are belng 1nvest19ated. The des1gns of future engines include bleeds
designed to remove a large percentage of the dirt 1ngested 1nto the
eng1ne dur1 ng tax i and thrust reverser operat1ons.
8.2.3 Thermal D1stortion Effects
Thermal a1stort1on effects are prlmar1ly twisting, bow1ng, and
sold1er1ng of turb1ne vanes Wh1Ch result from the basic temperature and
stress enV1ronment of the turbines and changes to that enV1ronment.
These turblne environmental changes are caused by compressor
performance Changes, combustor dimensl0nal changes, and fuel nozzle
cok1ng w1th usage wh1Ch alter combustor eX1t temperature levels and
proflles. The resulting 1ncrease 1n turbine a1rf01l losses and
1ncreasedleakages reduce h1 gh- and low-pressure turOine eff1c1encies.
Recent data from sources other than thi s program indicate that a part
of the h1 gh- and low-pressure turb1ne long-term perfonnance losses may
be due to thermal distortion of turbine and exhaust cases Wh1Ch, 1n
turn, contr10ute to further blade-to-seal rubs.
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The des1 gns of future eng1 nes W1ll 1ncorporate features to decrease the
potentlal for adverse temperature profiles which result from an of the
factors descnbed above. Further, the NASA Hot Sect10n TeChnology
(HOST) program 1S progress1ng toward establish1ng the technology
requirements of h1 gher temperature engwes of the future.
8.3 MAINTENANCE PRACTICES
Th1S section presents recommendations for the retention of eng1ne
performance. To encourage SUCh restorat1on, a cost/benef1t analysis of
cold section refurbishnent was presented 1n Reference 6.
8.3.1 Fan
Fan performance deterloration 1S caused by the 1ncreased tip clearances
Wh1Ch result from fl1ght loads and Wh1Ch appear to stab1llZe after 1000
fl1ghts. Surface roughness at f1rst 1 ncreases wlth usage but then
appears to stab1llZe. Fan bladelead1ng edge bluntness, however,
continues to 1ncrease and the performance penalty grows.
Based on these damage mechan1sms, per10d1C hand cleamng of the fan
b"lades and stator vanes when the engine 1s 1n the ShOp and restorat10n
of lead1 ng edges of both blades and vanes are the two recommended
maintenance actions. As long as the fan rub strip is mechanically
sound and the t1P clearances are w1thin the Overhaul Manual "'lmits, no
restoration of fan blade clearance 1S recommended due to the short-term
rub-out from the effect of fl1 ght "loads. Conti nued monitori ng and
attention to fan blade and stator vane aerodynam1c qual1ty 1S essential
for gOOd alt1tude performance.
8.3.2 Low-Pressure Compressor
The mechamsms that reduce performance 1n the low-pressure compressor
are t1P clearance, roughness,and airf011 lead1ng edge shape. Surface
roughness 1ncreases and then appears to stabilize. T1P clearances,
however, cont1nue to increase from the effects of erOSion on the rubber
outer air sea"ls. A1rfoll lead1ng edge shape or bluntness is not judged
to be slgn1f1cant up to 4000 to 5000 cycles.
The low-pressure compressor should be cleaned and the rub str1ps
replaced when the engine 1S in the shop. The effects of a1rflow
losses, particularly on exhaust gas temperature, as well as thrust
speclf1c fuel consumpt1on, suggest that more attention should be placed
on the low-pressure compressor mOdule. The second-stage blades
1nspected from samples w1th 5000 cycles usage showed signs of thinning.
Continued mOnltonng of all low-pressure compressor alrfolls should be
undertaken. As the cost of fuel lncreases, the beneflts favor earl1er
refurbi shnent.
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8.3.3 H1gh-Pressure Compressor
H1gh-pressure compressor performance losses caused by erOS10n are due
to blade "length reduct10n, loss of outer a1r-seal materlal, and
1ncreased roughness. The effects of blade camber change, based on
analys1 s, become more important at blade usage level s beyond 3000
cyc lese
The performance losses in the h1 gh-pressure compressor suggest that the
module should be refurbished between 2500 and 3500 cycles with long
blades and new/refurb1 shed rub stri ps 1n a 11 stages. The stators
shoul d also be c"leaned and coateo (or recoated) at thi s time. Because
of stator th1nnlng, the stators, as wen as the blades, and outer air
sea1s may need to be repldced at the next i nterva I or 5000 to 7000
total cycles.
The correlation of compressor blade length to exhaust gas temperature
1mprovement 1s strong. The measured exhaust gas temperature
1mprovement due to reduced clearance between the blade and the outer
air seal appears greater than the pred1cted average exhaust gas
temperature lmprovement. Thus, 1t appears that reductions in
compressor blade clearances 1mprove combustor temperature profile and,
hence, the exhaust gas temperature profiles and measured values.
8.3.4 Combust10n System
The 01rect effect of combustor deter10ration on performance 1S
1ns1gn1f1cant Slnce lts eff1clency stays at essent1ally 100 percent,
even after repeated repair; however, the 1nd1rect effects are of major
slgn1f1cance. Changes 1n raOlal and c1rcumferentlal temperature
patterns 1n the combustor eX1t gas affect turbine clearances and(Iurablllty.
When the combustor 1s repaired, the dimensions, part1cularly the cone
angl e anO hood concentrlClty, shouio be restored. The fue I nozzles
should be removed and cleaned.
8.3.5 H1gh-Pressure Turblne
The performance Oeter1 orati on of the hi gh-pressure turb1 ne appears to
be Oominated by t1 P clearance changes and second-stage vane inner
shroud 1eakage.
Blade tip wear of first-stage turbine blades correlates W1th inltial
blade clearances and bulld standards with respect to blade length.
Control of first-stage blade length by hand selection or drum gr1nding
to a constant d1ameter 1S recommended. The outer a1r seals should be
offset ground to the requlrement set forth in the Overhaul Manual. The
second-stage blade clearances shoul d be set to the nomina I d1menslOn,
and the second-stage vane inner foot dimensions should be set to the
t1ght slde of the tolerance band.
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8.3.6 Low-Pressure Turbine
Blade tip clearances are a major cause of low-pressure turbine
deterlOrat10n. Rebu11d standards Wh1Ch allow larger t1P clearances
cause an 1ncrease 1n postrepair performance deterioration. Tne hng
seals of the low-pressure turb1ne are very responsive to temperature
changes. Hot shutdowns will cause rubbing and performance loss due to
the rap1 d contract1on of these sea·1 s.
The performance penalties for 1ncreased t1P clearance are larger in the
front stage than 1n the rear stages of the low-pressure turb1 ne. The
tip clearances should be kept to nominal dimensions, particularly in
the third and forth stages during rebul1d, and platform soldiering
should be e11minated by vane repair when the low-pressure turb1ne is
opened for other reasons.
8.3.7 Engine Case Dimensional Control
Engine case roundness and flange flatness should be monitored and
restored as required 1f clearances are to be ma1ntained and excessive
rub outs avo1ded. As signif1cant1y out-of-round cases and particularly
out-of-f1at flanges are assembled, the b1ade-to-sea1 clearances w111 be
changed, and deeper rubs as we1·1 as different rub patterns wil·1 be
caused 1n the eng1ne, lead1ng to confus1on as to the causes of
·1 oca1i zed ru bbi ng •
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ADDENDUM
AD DIT rONAL GROUN DTEST! NG
1.0 SUMMARY
An Additional Ground Test was conducted subsequent to the NASA JT9D
Flight loads Test to resolve some of the questions on power-induced
high-pressure turbine clearance closures which were identified by the
Flight loads Test. This ground test, which was run at Pratt &Whitney
Aircraft, utilized an available JT9D-7R4 test engine which was
instrumented for monitoring high-pressure turbine running clearances.
The results conf irmed the s i gnifi cance of therma1-i nduced effects on
high-pressure turbine running clearances and the potential for tighter
running clearances with reduction of asymmetric clearance closures.
The test also showed the JT9D-7R4 engine to have improved turbine
clearance closure characteristics compared to the JT9D-7A engine. The
thenna1 expansion characteristics of the turbine rotor and case are
better matched in thi slater model engine, thus reducing the clearance
closure at maximum power.
2.0 rNTRODLtTION
The JT9D Flight Loads Test results generally validated prior
information on blade-to-seal rubs caused by flight loads. However, the
analysis of the measured clearance closures in the high-pressure
turb1ne indicated two unexpected results. First, the maximum clearance
closure in a normal flight cycle occurred about 4 minutes into climb
rather than at take-off rotation as expected. Thi s later closure
appeared to be due to differential thermal expansion between rotating
and stati c components. Second, the magnitude and direction of the
asymmetric closure changes were more than could be accounted for by
thrust backbone bending and aerodynamic loads. The change and rate of
change of these asymmetric closures with changes in power level suggest
that they also may be caused by differential thermal expansion
originating outside of the first-stage high-pressure turbine.
These results identified the need for additi ona 1 turbine clearance
closure measurements to better understand the effects of power
transients and sustained high power on the axisymmetric and asymmetric
clearance closure. Specifically, it was desired to measure: l) the
effect of sustained high power operation as occurs during a performance
calibration; 2) the effects of a typical full power take-off and climb
to cruise altitude; and, 3) the effects of rapid snap accelerations and
decelerations with SUbsequent thermal stabilization. This would cover
the full range of transient and steady state power conditions.
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After the F1 i ght Loads Test was completed, a JT9D-7R4 development
engine (X-5G8, build 4) was being assembled with special
instrumentation. The special instrumentation systems, including laser
clearance monitoring probes in the first-stage turbine and turbine case
thermocouples, were of the same type as those used in the Flight Loads
Test engine. The Additional Ground Test program, which included
performance calibrations at the program start and completion,
provisions for the measurements defined in the paragraph above, and
clearance cal i brations to i dentif y any clearance rubs, was integrated
into the start of the previously established development test program
on X-568-4 engine. This Additional Ground Test was conducted in
December, 1981 in a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft experimental, sea level,
tes t facil ity.
The results of thi s Additional Ground Test are presented in thi s
Addendum to the JT9D Fl i ght Loads Test report.
3.0 TEST PROGRAM
3.1 Test Installation
The JT9D-7R4 development engine (X-5G8) included a rebuilt high-
pressure turbine with new blades and outer air seals. The rotor/blade
assembly was similar to that used in the Flight Loads Test engine.
Thus, the mechanical and thermal properties were expected to be the
same. The outer air-seal rub shoe design was also similar. However,
the high-pressure turbine case, rub shoe support, and seal cooling
designs differed slightly, thus, permitting the possibility of
different case thermal characteristics than those in the Flight Test
Engine (see Figure A-l).
The test engine was mounted in an experimental test stand and installed
with a test fan cowl, core cowl, and nozzles which are aerodynamically
similar to fl ight nacelles but mechanically stiffer. The test stand
environment plus the lack of airplane-installed subsystems inside the
core cowl presented a possibility for a slightly different thermal
environment than that of the wing-mounted flight test engine.
3.2 Test Instrumentation
The turbine first-stage was fitted with four helium-neon laser
clearance monitori ng probes of a desi gn simi 1ar to that used in the
F1 i ght Loads Test. The probes were mounted to the outer air-seal rub
shoes and calibrated to measure b1ade-to-sea1 clearance from motoring
clearance to a possible rub. The circumferential position of the
probes as defined by Figure A-2 was determined by the available access
through the air manifold of the "turbine case coo1ing" system.
Nitrogen purging was used to cool the probe and prevent any soiling of
the pro be op tics.
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OUTER AIR SEAL
HPT CASE
• 52 CASE T/C's
• 8 SEAL T/C's
X 8 AIR T/C's
2250 1350
CI RCUMFERENTIAL
LOCATIONS
Fi gure A-l Hi gh-Pressure Turbi ne Case, Seal, and Air Space Temperature
Instrumentati 0 n.
4
2
REAR VIEW LOOKING FORWARD
Fi gure A-2 Angular Location of Hi gh-Pressure Turbi ne Bl ade Laser
Proximity Probes.·
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The four laser output signals were digitized and recorded continuously
on a vi deotape a long with hi gh-pressure rotor speed and time to the
nearest 0.1 second for subsequent analysis.
High-pressure turbine case thennal expansion response under transient
and steady state conditions was measured by 68 case, seal, and air
thennocoup1es and recorded an a portable data system which recorded
these signals once per second.
Simultaneously, the engine perfonnance parameters 1isted on Table A-I
along wi th a time value were recorded to provide the same data base as
in the Fl ight Loads Test.
TABLE A-I
ENGINE PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENTATION
Parameter No. Probes No. Measurements
Pambient 1 1
Pt2/PS2 8 8
Pt3c/PS3c 3 1
Pt3 4 4
Pt4 4 4
Pt7 6 7
T~bient 1 1
T 3c 1 1
Tt3 4 4
Tt4 4 4
Tt7 6 7
Thrust 1 1
Wf 1
N1 1
N2 1
Vane angle ({3) 1
Bleed valve positions 1
3.3 Test Sequence
The engine test sequence was as follows with the laser system recording
during all transients and all steady state calibration points:
o Starter motori ng of cold engine;
o Li ght-off;
o Stabilized ground idle;
o 15-point up-down calibration with 5 minute stabilization at each
point;
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o Snap acceleration to full power [1.48 engine pressure ratio
(EPR)] and hold until laser measured clearances stabilize;
o Snap deceleration to ground idle and hold until laser measured
clearances stabilize;
o Simulated full power take-off and climb to cruise altitude with
EPR values set such that hi gh-pressure compressor di scharge
total temperature (TT4) matches actual take-off and climb
values for 25 minutes following snap to take-off power;
o Stabilized ground idle;
o Eight-point down calibration with 5-minute stabilization at each
point; and
o Subsequent starter motori ng of cold engine
The cold motoring prior to the test provided a reference for the
axisymmetric and asymmetric clearance closures. The stabilized idle
condition between each test condition provided a check for possible
rubs duri ng the pri or test and for instrumentation dri ft.
The initial ground calibration provided a perfonnance reference at the
start of the test. It also defined turbine clearance closure during
extended high power ground operation.
The take-off \ and climb c10sure t when adjusted to include the
aerodynami c load-induced closures at rotation t lift-off t and c1imbt
defines what is believed to be the most rub sensitive flight conditions
in the high-pressure turbine.
3.4 Data Analysis Methodology
High-pressure turbine clearance closure is caused by the factors listed
on Figure A-3. The approximate axisymmetric closures are defined by
averaging the clearance changes immediately after a power change ana
after slower thennal effects have occurred. SimilarlYt the approximate
asymmetri c closures are detenn i ned by taki ng the vector s urns of the
differenti al s between the measured closures and axi symmetri c closures
immediately after power changes and after thenna1 effects have taken
place. Aerodynamic effects detennined in the Flight Loads Test can be
added to these power effects to estimate total s.
Case and rub-shoe support ri ng temperatures were recorded at each
transient and steady state test condition. These values were analyzed
to establish thennal response characteristics of the case and to
identify any nonunifonnity incase thermal growth.
Perfonnance data recorded in the initial and final calibrations were
analyzed to identify any change in performance associated with the test
program. Any perfonnance change in the hi gh-pressure turbi ne can be
matched against any rub-induced increase in b1ade-to-sea1 clearances.
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HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE
CLEAAA NC E CLO SURE
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Fi gure A-3 Hi gh-Pressure Turbine Clearance Closure - Closure in the
turbine results from engine power, time at power, angle of
attack, fan airflow, dynamic pressure, and maneuvers.
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4.0 RESULTS
4.1 Overview
The NASA test program was run as the i niti al test after assembly and
installation of engine X-568-4; thus, there was no prior
deterioration. The test program was completed during one shift. Three
of the four laser probes operated flawlessly throughout the program and
indicated no dri ft in measured clearance. The number 4 probe at 295
degrees was of questionable value after the initial calibration run.
The maximum clearance closure during extended ground running and during
simulated take-off and climb to cruise altitude were both less than the
closures measured on the JT9D-7A engine in the Flight Loads Test. Also
of interest duri ng the simulated take-off and cl imb, the clearance
closure pinch occurred 60 to 70 seconds after acceleration to take-off
power rather than 4 to 5 minutes later, as in the JT9D-7A Flight Loads
Test engine. The laser probe data indicated no first-stage turbine
blade-to-seal rubs during this testing.
Comparison of the pretest and post-test calibration runs indicated
essenti ally no loss in hi gh-pressure turbine perfonnance due to thi s
representative ground testing.
4.2 Measured Clearance Closures
The first test was the up-down calibration. The test was started from
a stabilized idle condition. Table A-II lists the power settings,
cumulative time at power above idle, N2 speed, axisymmetric
(four-probe average) clearance closure rel at i ve to i dl e condition and
max measured closure (probe number 3) relative to idle. The total test
time indicates that it was a conservative test when considering the
effect of extended hi gh power running on hi gh-pressure turbi ne
clearance closures.
TABLE A-II
HIGH-PRESSURE TURBINE CLEARANCE CLOSURES DURING INITIAL UP CALIBRATION
Clearance Closure, Relative
Time Si nce to Idle (inch)
Id le Power Percent of N2 Average Ctosure Maximum(mi nutes) Maximum Power (rpm) (Axi symmetri c) Closure
18 62 6730 -0.013 -0.020
25 70 6880 -0.0155 -0.024
41 78 6990 -0.018 -0.026
48 87 7110 -0.021 -0.029
60 95 7220 -0.024 -0.034
25* 100 7250 -0.025 -0.034
* There was a test interrupti on with a return to idle power pri or to
running this point.
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In comparison, axisymmetric and maximum closure values for the flight
test JT9D-7A engine were 0.036 and 0.058 inch, respectively, when
stabilized at maximum power less than 10 minutes after acceleration
from stabilized idle (see Figure 5-14, Section 5.3.2 of this document).
The second test was the snap acceleration from stabilized idle to
maximum power followed by a snap deceleration after the turbine
clearance closure shad stabi 1i zed at the maximum power condi tio n.
Figure A-4 presents a plot of the axisymmetric and maximum clearance
closures relative to clearances at stabilized idle plotted versus time
from start of the acceleration. High-pressure rotor speed (N2)
values are also plotted.
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Figure A-4 First-Stage Turbine Blade-to-Seal Clearance Changes During
Snap Acceleration from Stabilized Idle.
Note that the high-pressure rotor is nearly UP. to speed within 15
seconds. The tightest closure condition, both axisymmetric and maximum
(axisymmetric plus asymmetric), occurs in slightly more than 1 minute
with closure values of -0.026 and -0.033 inch, respectively. While
power is maintained at constant value, the turbine blade-to-seal
clearance slowly opens until, at 4 minutes after the acceleration, it
appears to stabi 1i ze at -0.022 inch axi symmetri c and -0.030 inch
maximum closure relative to stabilized idle.
The engine was then snapped back to ground idle power and held at that
leve 1 unti 1 the turbine blade-to-sea 1 clearances agai n appeared to
stabilize. A plot of these clearance changes versus time is shown on
Figure A-5 wi th both average and maximum clearances nonnalized to their
stabilized values at maximum power.
The engine speed drops to the idle level in 10 to 12 seconds. This
transient resulted in the average clearance openi ng 0.024 inch in 20
seconds and the minimum clearance (at the 215-degree location) opening
0.029 inch. As rotor assembly and static structure subsequently cool,
the clearance first closes, then opens, and appears to stabilize about
0.003 inch tighter than the idle clearance prior to the acceleration.
This clearance indicates that the disk temperature still is above its
initial idle temperature.
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Figure A-5 First-Stage Turbine Blade-to-Seal Clearance Changes Duri ng
a Snap Deceleration from Maximum Power to Ground Idle.
The third test was the simulated full power take-off and climb to the
initial cruise altitude. The engine was accelerated from stabilized
idle and followed the EPR versus time schedule shown on Figure A-6.
This schedule, run at sea level, best simulated turbine temperature
conditions of a normal take-off and climb.
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Figure A-6 Engine Pressure Ratio versus Time for the Simulated Full
Power Take-Off and Cl imb.
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Figure A-7 presents a plot of axisymmetric and maximum clearance
closure relative to stabilized idle clearances. Note that, as would be
expected, the response due to the initial acceleration duplicates that
of the prior snap acceleration. After the first minute, the clearances
start to open due to thermal growth effects. Thi s clearance openi ng
effect is greater than that following the snap acceleration (Figure
A-4) due to the loweri ng gas temperatures duri ng simulated climb as
compared to constant gas temperature duri ng the constant power ground
run.
Note that in both acceleration cases, the asymmetric clearance closure
(that is, maximum minus average) increases with time following the step
ch ange in power with the peak occurri ng 60 to 70 seconds after the snap
acceleration. This same effect was seen in the Flight Loads Test
results (see Figure 5-14, Section 5.3.2 of this document).
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Fi gure A-7 First-Stage Turbine Clearance Change During Simulated
Full Power Take-Off and Climb.
Followi ng thi s test program, the faulty number 4 laser probe
(295-degree location) was removed, recalibrated, and reinstalled. The
cold engine motoring run was then repeated. The change in measured
readings relative to the pretest readings were as follows:
Probe No.
Circumferential
Location (degrees)
Change (0.001 inch)
1
35
-4
2
115
-1
3
-
215
-1
4
295
+4 -0.5
These differences, whi ch are withi n the ; nstrumentati on system
measurement accuracy, indicate no change in clearance; hence, no rUb-
induced blade loss occurred. This conclusion agrees with test
clearance data which indicated no rubs.
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4.3 Turbine Case Temperatures
The turbine case thermocouples, located as shown on Figure A-1, were
recorded through each transient condition and at steady state test
conditions. The data were used to determine case thermal response and
aid in the analysis of clearance changes.
Figures A-a and A-9 present plots of IIM'I flange root and tip (inner and
outer radius) location temperature readings for a snap acceleration
transient from stabilized idle to take-off power. Note the uniform
temperature increase at the four circumferential positions.
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Figure A-9 MFlange Tip Temperature Change due to Snap Acceleration.
(J26355-2)
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Figure A-10 presents a typical tabulation of all the turbine case,
inner support temperatures and air temperatures at steady state, full
power operation following the snap acceleration.
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Figure A-10 Hi gh-Pressure Turbine Case Steady State Temperatures at
Maximum Power. (J26355-3)
4.4 Clearance Closure Analysis
4.4.1 Steady State Response
The steady state clearance closures measured at high power levels
during the ground calibration (Table A-II) were slightly tighter than
the apparent steady state clearances 13 minutes after the snap to
maximum power (Figure A-4). This clearance difference is due to the
slight difference in thrust settings in two test runs plus measurement
accuracy.
A compari son of these steady state measured clearance closures, both
axisymmetric and maximum, with the comparable high power, steady state
power-induced closures in the Flight Loads Test shows a reduction in
clearance closure of about 0.010 inch (see Table A-III) for the
JT9 0-7 R4 eng i ne mode1.
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TABLE A-III
COM>ARISON OF STEADY STATE POWER-INDUCED CLEARANCE CLOSURES
Closure (i nch)
Test Engine Condition AXi symmetri c Maximum
Flight Loads JT9D-7A Ground calibration 0.036 0.058
F1 i ght Loads JT9D-7A Max Q (Condition 108) 0.036 0.043
Addi ti ona1 JT9D-7R4 Ground Calibration 0.025 0.034
Ground Test (48,000-1 b thrust)
Additional JT9D-7R4 Stabilized after Snap 0.022 0.030
Ground Test Acceleration (46,000-lb
thrust)
Thi s compari son shows the JT9D-7R4 engine to be 1ess sensitive to rubs
from extended high power operation on the ground.
4.4.2 Transient Response
The transient response of first-stage turbine clearance closures, as
measured in thi s test on JT9D-7R4 engine X-568, was somewhat different
from that measured in the Flight Loads Test. Figure A-ll compares the
change in axisymmetric clearance relative to stabilized idle during
actual and simulated take-off cycles starting at stabilized idle. In
the 538,000-pound gross weight, full power take-off (Test No. 101-2 in
the Flight Loads Test), there was an initial 0.012-inch pinch at 10
seconds. The clearance then opened and after 40 seconds started to
close again. The maximum 0.031-i nch pinch occurred about 5 minutes
after the accel eration. The clearance then increased. In the
s imu1 ated full power take-off with the JT9D-7R4 eng i ne X-568, there was
a slower, greater initial pinch of 0.024 inch at approximately 70
seconds. With the engine still at take-off power, the aXis~metric
clearance then opened. A similar effect was seen in the test wlth snap
acceleration and hold at take-off power.
These different responses resu1 t from differences in transient and
steady state thermal characteristics of the high-pressure turbine
case/outer air seal support assemblies in the two engines since the
rotor thermal characteri stics are similar.
The maximum axisymmetric closure was less in the JT9D-7R4 engine. This
advantage is reduced slightly when the combined asymmetric closure
effects due to thrust backbone bending and aerodynamic loads are added,
since they are both greater at 70 seconds than at 300 seconds after
completion of the acceleration.
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Figure A-ll Comparison of First-Stage Turbine Axisymmetric Clearance
Change Ouri ng Take-Off and C1 imb.
4.5 Performance Retention
A 15-point up-down engine calibration was conducted at the start of the
test sequence to establish initial performance level. A seven-point
down calibration was conducted at the end of the test sequence to
identify any changes in engine and module performance. Stabilization
times of 5 to 7 minutes between each data point were provi ded duri ng
these calibrations.
Comparison of the two calibrations indicated a perfonnance change of
less than 0.1 percent in thrust specifi c fue 1 consumption, whi ch is
withi n the instrumentation measurement accuracy. The absence of a
performance change supports the 1aser probe measurement results whi ch
indicated no first-stage turbine rubs.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Additional Ground Test validated the F1 ight Loads Test results on
the JT90-7A engine. It also identified the following improved turbine
clearance closure characteristics in the JT90-7R4 engine.
o The power (thermal) induced turbine clearance closure consists of
both axisymmetric and asymmetric components in both engine tests.
Further reduction of these closure components will permi t ti ghter
running clearances and achievement of the resulting increased
turbine efficiency.
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o The JT9D-7R4 hi gh-pressure turbine showed a smaller power-induced
clearance closure during the critical take-off mode, however, the
pi nch occurred earl i er when the aerodynami c load-i nduced closure
would be highest; hence, the maximum total closure effect is
expected to be simil ar for both engines duri n9 take-off.
o The lesser thennally-induced clearance closure in the JT9D-7R4
engi ne followi ng extended hi gh power operation makes it less
sensitive to b1ade-to-seal rubs resulting from extended ground runs
and the combined effects of flight loads during high power
operation (such as gusts during climb, etc.).
o Finally, the early occurrence of the clearance closure pi nch in the
JT9D-7R4 engine take-off cycle makes it more amenable to the use of
active clearance control-during climb.
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APPENDIX A
ENGINE TEARDOWN PHOTOGRAPHS
Engine Model JT9D-7A
Seri a1 Number P-662204(in Airplane Position No.3)
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•
wJT9D-7A Engine~ Serial No. P-662204~ Installed on Boeing 747 Test Airplane~
RJIL)Ol~ in Position 3. (Boeing, FA 122279)
W
N
JT9D-7A Engines During Flight Testing over Montana; Serial No. P-662201 in
Position 4 and Serial No. P-662204 in Position 3. (Boeing, FA 123616)
Bl ade Clearance Measurement Ouri ng Oi sassembly of First-Stage High-Pressure
Tur bin e • (81 C-1 14-4 )
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First-Stage High-Pressure Turbine Outer Air Seal Assembly After Test Program;
Upper and Left-Hand Portions. (81C-153-23 and 81C-153-14 through -17)
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First-Stage High-Pressure Turbine Outer Air Seal Assembly After Test Program;
Lower and Right-Hand Portions. (81C-153-18 through -22)
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~.
Second-Stage High-Pressure Turbine Outer Air Seal Assembly After Test Program.
(81C-153-l)
Fan Rub-Strip Wear on Position 3 Engine After Ser.ond Test Flight at
538,000-pound Take-Off Gross Weight with Flaps at 10 degrees; Left-Hand
Portions. (Boeing, FA 123727 through FA 123730)
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Fan Rub-Strip Wear on Position 3 Engine After Second Test Flight at
538,000-pound Take-Off Gross Wei ght wi th Fl aps at 10 degrees; Ri ght-Hand
Portions. (Boeing, FA 123731 through FA 123734)
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Fan Blade Clearance Measurement on Position 3 Engine After Test Program.
(81C-114-2)
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~.
~~
Fan Blade Rub Depth Measurement During Disassembly of Position 3 Engine.
(81C-153-30)
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APPENDI XB
ACRONYMS AND SYMBOLS
Low-pre ssure compre ssor
Low-pressure turbine
Ma teri a1s for Advanced Turbi ne Eng i nes (NASA Program)
Airplane maximum dynamic pressure
Aircraft Energy Efficiency (Program)
Airborne Data Analysis and Monitoring System
Automatic Production Test Data Acquisition and Control
Engine Component Improvement (Program)
Eng ine condition monitori ng (data)
Exhaust gas temperature (OC)
Engine pressure ratio
Engine vane control
Net thrust (pounds)
Gravity, gravitational constant
Gyro scapi c, gyro scope
High Accuracy Pressure and Temperature System
Hot Section Technology (NASA Program)
Hi gh-pressure compressor
Hi gh-pre ssure t urbi ne
Inside diameter
Mach number
Rotor speed (rpm)
Nacelle Aerodynamic and Inertial Loads (NASA Program)
NASA STRuctural ANalysis (computer program)
Ou ts ide diameter
Operating (line)
Pressure (l b/i n2) (psi a)
Plug-In Console (test system)
ACRONYMS (Oraganizations)
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
BCAC
NASA
OPEC
P&WA
SYMBOLS
ACEE
ADJlMS
APTDAC
ECI
ECM
EGT
EPR
EVC
FN, Fn
G, g
gyro
HAPTS
HOST
HPC
HPT
ID
LPC
LPT
MATE
Max Q, q
MN, Mn
N
...
NAIL
NASTRAN
OD
Opr
P
PIC
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd.)
PLA
RPM, rpm
SLS
SP
T
TSFC
TV
IV
W
{3
~
SUBSCRIPTS *
1
1
2
2
2.4
2.5
2.6
3
4
4.5
5
6
7
amb
f
i
S, s
R
T, t
Power 1ever angl e
Revolutions per minute
Sea level static
Special Performance (Boeing 747SP airplane)
Temperature (OF) (OC)
Thrust specific fuel consumption (l b/h r-l b)
Television (monitor)
Airpl ane fl ight speed (Mach number)
Weight flow (lb/hr) (lb/min)
Vane ang 1e (degrees)
Change
Undisturbed inlet (pressures and temperatures)
Low-pressure rotor (rotor speeds)
Fan inlet (pressures and temperatures)
High-pressure rotor (rotor speeds)
Fan blade di sch arge
Fan exi t guide vane inlet
Fan exit guide vane discharge
Low-pressure compressor di scharge
High-pressure compressor discharge
Combustor borescope location
High-pressure turbine inlet
Hi gh-pressure turibne di scharge
Low-pre ssure t urbi ne di sch arg e
Jlmbient
Fuel
Inner
Static
At take-off rotation
Stagnation (total)
-L'
* For simplicity, sUbscripts may be written lion the line" of type,
especially in text.
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ENGINEERING (I)
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFIl
DAYTON, OH 45433
ATTN: E. IlAILEY, A8~AL/NASA PO (1)
WRIGHT-·PATTERSON AFB
DAYTON, OH 45433
ATTN: LT. COL. D. S. DICKSON, ASD/YZI (1)
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFIl
DAYTON, OH 45433
ATTN: C. M. HIGH, ASD/YZE (1)
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB
DAYTON, OH 45433
ATTN: MAJ. C. KLINGER, ASD/YZET (1)
'""l/IIt'ffil~eAITTERSONAFIl
DAYTON. OH
• C. SIMPSON. (RETIRED)
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